
ArrowTrade’s coverage of the 2009
Archery Trade Show floor fills pages 44
through 93, a record amount of coverage for a
show that surprised many people with its
strong turnout. First, though, we’ll start off
with this summary from the ATA office.

Archery dealers and exhibitors defied a
gloomy worldwide economy by converging
on the 2009 ATA Trade Show in Indianapolis
and writing strong orders during the
January 8-10 event at the Indiana
Convention Center. Total attendance for the
three-day show hit 7,331 industry profes-
sionals, including 2,690 archery dealers and
205 distributors, who were there to conduct
business with 453 exhibiting companies.The
2,690 dealers represented 986 individual
stores, only 43 fewer than the ATA-record
1,029 stores represented at the 2008 Trade
Show. In  comparison, store attendance was
1,016 at the 2005 show in Indy, and 836 and
791 in 2006 and 2007, respectively, in
Atlanta.

Further, the 453 exhibitors rented
152,950 square feet of booth space, creating
the third largest floor in the Trade Show’s
history. The 2008 Trade Show, also in
Indianapolis, holds the record for booth
rentals with 159,350 square feet, and the
2006 Trade Show in Atlanta set a record with
499 exhibitors.

“We were very happy to be back in
Indianapolis for a second straight year,” said
Cindy Brophy, manager of the ATA Trade
Show. “Those numbers confirmed that Indy
lies at the heart of the archery and bowhunt-
ing world. Naturally, we were nervous going
into the show, wondering how our dealer

base would respond to the eco-
nomic  climate. But when we
opened the registration desk
Thursday morning, we  were
swamped.We knew we would have
a great show when our ‘walk-up’
numbers the  first day included 435
dealers, buyers and distributors.
These were people who  hadn’t
pre-registered. Walk-up numbers
like those are very impressive.“

Jay McAninch, ATA president
and CEO, said this year’s numbers
look even stronger  when consider-
ing the economy, unemployment
figures, and the unprecedented
credit, insurance and banking
problems that have recently been
discovered. “When we saw  those
anxious dealers rolling onto the
show floor, it was easy to forget
that the nation’s economy has
been weak and consumer confi-
dence low the past 18 months,” he
said. “Not only that, but despite
some travel problems by air and
road we still had near record atten-
dance by dealers, buyers and dis-
tributors. Once again, archery and
bowhunting have proven to be very
resilient, even during tough times when
many sectors of the economy lack the confi-
dence and strong relationships we have in

our industry. Frankly, I think the energy and
enthusiasm of our industry comes from  the
knowledge that the ATA Trade Show is the
most time- and cost-efficient way to get the
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A steady stream of dealers
picked up autographed posters

during the ScentBlocker Pro Staff
Autograph Signing session.

BELOW LEFT: Country Music Star Blake Shelton (left) signs auto-
graphs at the Parker booth before entertaining at a concert sponsored
by that bow and crossbow firm, G5, Next, Quest, and FLX.
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greatest deals on archery and bowhunting
gear as well as network with everyone who
is anyone in the industry.”

Peter Crawford, ATA Board chair and
president of Elite Outdoors, said the mood at
the 2009 show was exceptional.“Every deal-
er and manufacturer I’ve talked to was  real-
ly, really pleased with the show,” Crawford
said. “And we had the right people there.
They came to Indy to buy a lot of stuff. They
weren’t a bunch of tire kickers.”

Crawford felt optimism everywhere he
looked. “I thought the mood was very posi-
tive right from the beginning,” he said. “It
started with Wednesday’s ARRO Show and
continued through Outtech’s Innovation
party that night. In spite of the gloom and
doom on  the news, everyone was positive.
They kept their upbeat spirit throughout the
ATA Show.”

Crawford said many important factors
make the ATA Trade Show a big industry
attraction. By combining business and enter-
tainment through seminars, The Real Deal,
Dealer Bucks drawings, Featured Products,
the Great ATA Giveaway, and musical enter-
tainment from Miranda Lambert and Blake
Shelton, the Trade Show has become a can’t-
miss destination for many people.

Kurt Bassuener of Mike Wieck Sales and
ATA Trade Show Committee Chair said,
“Overall the ATA show was very good for the
companies I represent. It seemed like we had
the right buyers there. The body count was
down a bit, but the people with the buying
power were the ones at the show. I believe
the actual shop owners brought fewer

employees with them. Most dealers I talked
to are actually optimistic about 2009. We on
the ATA Board are really pleased and I’m
looking forward to getting the trade show
committee ready to get to work right away
on the 2010 show.”

On To Columbus in 2010
The 2010 ATA Trade Show will visit

Columbus, Ohio, about 170 miles east of
Indianapolis on Interstate 70.The 2010 show
is set for January 14-16 and will mark the
return of ATA to Columbus after an  absence
of more than 10 years. “We’re excited to

bring our industry to Columbus,” said
McAninch. “We are anxious for everyone to
see the significant changes the city has
made to the convention center, the
improved number and quality of hotels and
the increase in great eating establishments
that are wall-to-wall in the surrounding
area.”

“Our research shows 40 percent of our
dealers live within 400 miles of Columbus
and Indy,” Brophy said. “Because almost half
of our dealers drive to the show, it’s impor-
tant to keep the show within a reasonable
driving distance.”

Show Floor Coverage by Tim Dehn, John Kasun & Mike Raykovicz
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Resting their feet after a hard day on the show floor are (left to right) Business Editor
John Kasun, Ad Director Matt Granger and Equipment Specialist Mike Raykovicz. Vickie
Dehn, the magazine’s art director, staffed the expanded booth during the ATA Show.

BELOW Doinker‘s Bill Levin (left) and ad
agency head Tim Kent help keep things fun
with the “Men In Balance” ad campaign
that’s a spin on the Men In Black movies.

BELOW: Publisher Tim Dehn tries out the compact TNT bow on the demo lanes and enjoys
its easy-drawing characteristics and high brace height.
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Joshua Lazenby,Operations Manager for Kowa optics,holds Kowa’s new Genesis 33
binocular. Built to Kowa’s high quality standards the Genesis 33 packs a lot of features
in a comfortable lightweight package well suited for the bowhunter. The waterproof
Genesis 33 is available with either a magnification of 8X or 10X with a 33mm objec-
tive lens for a generous field of view.

Featuring ED (extra low dispersion) coated lenses the Genesis 33 gathers and con-
centrates light making it ideal for the low light bowhunters face in early morning and
late evening hunting conditions.The Genesis 33 makes an excellent scouting binocu-
lar and a great all around multi-purpose binocular as well. The Genesis 33 can be
focused to as close as 5 feet making it great for observing some of the smaller wildlife
creatures that are often encountered.

Kowa offers a complete line of high quality binoculars and spotting scopes as well
as a line of camera adapters which allow the use of spotting optics in conjunction with
camera equipment for long range photography. For information on Kowa’s complete
line of optics call (800) 966-5692.

ATSKO has been serving the outdoorsmen since 1933 and provides high-tech
products and information to get the maximum performance from footwear,
clothing and sporting goods. ATSKO is the manufacturer of Sport-Wash the pop-
ular detergent which contains no UV brighteners and ensures all washed hunting
clothing will be UV and scent-free. Regardless of the camo pattern being used if
the clothing contains UV brighteners it acts as a beacon to a deer alerting them
to the presence of the hunter. ATSKO provides a combo pack of Sport-Wash and
U-V-Killer to completely eliminate the UV problem for hunters.

Taking the UV battle to a new level ATSKO has now developed U-V-Killer Camo.
Dan Gutting Vice President of ATSKO (right) spent a busy three days at the 2009
ATA Show explaining ATSKO’s new camo to dealers and clothing manufacturers.

To the human eye U-V-Killer Camo appears as blaze camo with a subdued
camo pattern,however in bright daylight to a deer it appears as a dark yellow with
a brown camo pattern and as a black/white/grey camo pattern in low light. All of
these colors are normal in the color spectrum of a deer’s vision meaning the
hunter literally disappears to the animal while still appearing in blaze orange to

the human eye. U-V-Killer Camo
is the future of camo, Gutting claims and ATSKO will be providing vests made of U-V-Killer Camo
while licensees of U-V-Killer Camo will be offering clothing in a wide range of styles,sizes and fea-
tures for every hunter.

To help the dealer educate their customer on UV and scent elimination ATSKO has put
together a Glow Detection Kit.The kit contains a light that detects UV, an informative, detailed
and entertaining DVD entitled Whitetail Sight and Scent Strategies plus a booklet entitled How
Game Animals See which explains in detail the difference between human and animal sight.
The information in the DVD and booklet explain why so many hunters get “busted”and it con-
tains tips on how to increase success in the field.For information on the Glow Detection Kit and
all of ATSKO’s products call (800) 845-2728.

Steel Force Broadheads is the manufacturer of a full line
of fixed bladed high quality broadheads. Added to its line-
up and new for 2009 is the Traditional HHD series built on
the time proven 1 to 3 width to length ratio. These heads
sport a single bevel left grind for bone-busting penetration
and are available in 125, 200 and 250 grain weights.

Nick Giannetti, owner and designer of Steel Force broad-
heads told ArrowTrade,“Broadhead manufacturers must fol-

low the trends in bow design and today’s faster bows demand broadheads with smaller surface areas. Our
Phathead design is keeping pace with those demands and independent tests are showing 4 to 6 inch groups
out to 100 yards with bows shooting speeds between 340 and 380 feet per second.”

“In keeping with our desire to continue to expand our product line we are offering two new products for
2009,” explained Giannetti. “First is our Combo Pack  consisting of vane cleaner, glue and vanes providing
everything the archer needs to do a professional job of stripping, cleaning and fletching their arrows. The

cleaner not only cleans the shafts but dissolves
arrow wraps as well. Next on our list is our ATV
carrier that mounts to the back of an ATV rack
(see at right) and is designed to carry everything
up to and including the kitchen sink.” For complete information on all of the products
offered by Steel Force call (570) 448-2845.
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Keeping up with the rapidly growing bowfishing market
AMSBowfishing, a leading supplier of bow fishing equip-
ment, has introduced its all new Fire Eagle fishing bow.
Cindy and Jeff Braun, owners of AMSBowfishing, proudly
showed the Fire Eagle to interested dealers at the 2009 ATA
Show.The 3.5 pound bow features minimal let-off with a 40
to 50 pound draw weight and is suitable for draw lengths
from 15 to 30 inches. The perimeter weighted cam packs
the power needed for any species of fish or gator and the
stainless steel hardware makes it ideal for even the most
severe conditions. Topped off with a striking blue flame
camo finish this bow is sure to attract a lot of attention in
the shop or in the field. The Fire Eagle is available as bow
only or in a kit with an AMS Model 610 Retriever Reel with
bow quiver attachment,Wave arrow rest and nocking point

installed. An optional
sight is available and all
the user has to do is add
a fish arrow and water
for an adventure filled
bowfishing experience.

Added to the AMS
accessory line this year is
a selection of head
lamps of various
wattages complete with
a rheostat.Several of the models can be mounted directly on a cap (see insert) while other models are available
with headbands. These units can be attached to a belt battery pack for maximum maneuverability or to a full
size battery for maximum power and long life.For more information on the AMSBowfishing Fire Eagle bow and
the complete line call (888) 541-7657.

Circle 175 on Response Card
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David Trapp,President of Buck Wear (right) helps Kurt Krueger fill
out his order for the coming year. Buck Wear has shown the world
that hunters can “clean up nice” with its line of novelty and casual

products. “While our novelty T-shirts
were always popular the dealer inter-
est in our new casual line has been
overwhelming,” said Trapp. “This year
we have added a spring line of short
sleeve shirts in both adult and youth
sizes.”

Buck Wear has also added a pull
over button up “Camp Shirt” for that
slightly dressier look as well as a line of
shirts with motivational sayings (see
insert) for the “thinking outdoorsman.”

Buck Wear has available a variety of display racks (see at left) that not only do an excellent job of organiz-
ing and displaying Buck Wear’s merchandise but act as a great sales tool as well. Trapp indicated that the
dealers who used Buck Wear’s display racks saw an increase in sales of over 100 percent.Merchandising racks
are available in three sizes, the Button Buck,the Big Buck and the Six-Pointer,allowing the dealer to select the
size best suited for his space and inventory.For complete information on all of Buck Wear’s products call (410)
646-6400.

Jim Nagle,C.E.O.of Bullet Archery Products,holds his crossbow E-Z Cocker/Uncocker.The E-Z Cocker/Uncocker
is designed to quietly and effortlessly load or unload all crossbows currently being manufactured.Weighing about
the same as many of the popular crank cocking devices it cocks a crossbow with the squeeze of a trigger using eas-
ily obtainable CO2 cartridges.The device also allows the safe uncocking of a crossbow eliminating the need to fire

an arrow at the end of a day’s
hunt.

Bullet Archery Products
also is the manufacturer of
the Centerfire Arrow Rest that
uses an elliptical ring which
automatically centers the arrow each time the bow is drawn
but tilts away on the shot to allow for unrestricted arrow
flight. Its Centershot Alignment Tuning Kit is new for 2009
and is designed to simplify and speed up bow tuning. The
tuning kit works with all bows and arrow rests.

For those tree stand hunters worried about theft Bullet
Archery Products offers the Treestand Laglock Bolts which
prevent unauthorized stand removal by requiring a special
“keyed socket”to install or remove the bolt.

Bullet Archery Products is also home to the Razorring
Broadhead (see insert) with a cutting diameter of 1-1/4  inch-
es which combines with a circular cutting ring to produce
massive blood trails. For complete information on Bullet
Archery Products call (866) 833-5890.

Curtis Erickson of C.W. Ericksons Mfg. shows a potential customer how easily
his Big Squeeze bow press can be adjusted to fit any bow. Erickson is now offer-
ing Limb Grippers (see insert) which allow the Big Squeeze bow press to easily
and safely handle the new beyond parallel limb bows.Erickson explained that the
Limb Grippers not only allow the bow to be compressed but they maintain total
control when the bow is being decompressed as well. The Limb Grippers come
standard with any new press from this firm and can be retrofitted to any existing
Big Squeeze bow press.

“Our existing press design handles everything on the market including most
crossbow designs,”said Erickson.“However our base design allows us to upgrade
any new press to handle whatever the bow manufacturers dream up in the
future so a dealer never has to worry that his Big Squeeze bow press will be out-
dated.”The manufacturer also makes a variety of bow racks and bow stands plus
an adjustable bow vise, paper tuning racks and numerous other archery acces-
sories. For complete information call (763) 682-3665.
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Chuck Jordan, Director of Product Development for TenPoint
Crossbow Technologies, proudly holds the Defender,TenPoint’s excit-
ing new crossbow for 2009. With the growing popularity of the cross-
bow as a hunting weapon and increased legalization across the coun-
try TenPoint is striving to provide a wide choice of equipment to meet
the dealer’s needs at a variety of price points.

“Last year our Phantom crossbow was so popular we wanted to
make its desired features accessible to a larger audience,” explained
Jordan.“The Defender encompasses all of TenPoint’s latest technolo-
gy including our Compact Limb Technology (CLS). As a result the
Defender is extremely quiet, fast, lightweight, maneuverable and
deadly accurate. Combining our latest technology with our high-
tech manufacturing processes we are able to offer the Defender on

a cost effective basis which will mean
more sales for the dealer.”

While the Defender is offered as a
split-limb compound model it is also
available in the Defender-Mag Combo
Package which comes with both split-
limb compound limbs and a second set
of GT Mag recurve limbs. The Combo
Package allows the user to choose
which bow he wants to hunt with and
also allows the security of easily packing
a second bow as a backup on those
hunting trips to the back country.

Also new for 2009 is TenPoint’s GT
Mag, a recurve crossbow with 200
pound draw weight limbs for those that
want that extra punch at longer ranges

or on larger game.
TenPoint’s longstanding workhorse, the Titan crossbow, got a facelift

for 2009 in the form of the Titan HLX.The Titan HLX features 175 pound
limbs, a Fast Flight string and machined aluminum wheels upgrading
speed to 305 feet per second. Double dipped in Mossy Oak Treestand
camo the Titan HLX is up to the toughest task.

TenPoint offers a complete line of crossbows and crossbow acces-
sories as well as its popular combo packages (see insert photo at left).
To receive information on TenPoint’s extensive line up of crossbows
and crossbow accessories phone (330) 628-9245.
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PHOTO LEFT: Barska offers a
high quality line-up of rifle scopes,
monoculars, binoculars and spot-
ting scopes for the sportsman as
well as telescopes, microscopes
and other optical accessories.
Ronnie Hossain, National Sales
Manager (left) for Barska was kept
busy at the ATA show showing
dealers Barska’s latest models. The
Blackhawk series (see insert at
right) from Barska is especially
suited for the hunter. O-ring seals for waterproof protection and nitro-
gen-purging to prevent fogging and moisture damage allow them to
perform under the most severe conditions. Fully coated optics and BAK-
4 prisms provide crisp images and increased clarity even in the low light
conditions bowhunters often face.

While the Blackhawk series offers a wide variety of sizes to suit every
user’s personal preference the 8x42 and the 10x42 are very popular with
the bowhunters. The 10x42 is available in camo for those wanting that
extra touch and a 12x50 model is also available which is best suited for
long range scouting.

In its scope line Barska offers a compact scope designed specifically
for crossbows.The long eye relief model comes in a 4x32 with a multiple
aiming point reticle and is available in either a black matte or camo fin-
ish.New for 2009 are two models of 3x32 crossbow scopes which feature

illuminated reticles. One model fea-
tures multiple rangefinder red
crosshairs while the other features
three dots in either red or green.
Both models are equipped with a
rheostat allowing the user to adjust
the light intensity to the hunting
conditions.

Barska also offers a line of tactical
sights (see insert) that can be easily
mounted on crossbows. These tacti-

cal sights offer a choice of different reticles and a rheostat for intensity
adjustment and are often the choice of hunters who desire quick target
acquisition.Call (888) 666-6769 for information on Barska’s complete line
of optics.

Don Lewis President of
Hunting Science (right in
photo at right) explains his
product line to an interest-
ed dealer. “Hunting Science
makes a line of dealer ori-
ented products that are
attention getters, easy to
sell and provide a generous
profit margin,” Lewis
explained.“Our product line
is designed to provide a
quality product for the cus-
tomer while providing the dealer with a variety of attractive and func-
tional products available at a low inventory cost.”

In addition to Hunting Science’s popular Gum-O-Flage and Chlor-
O-Flage new for 2009 is Gum-O-Flage Alert. To the odor fighting
ingredients and anti-microbial agents Alert adds caffeine.“Two chick-
lets contain about the same caffeine as an eight ounce cup of coffee,
explained Lewis.“It is perfect for that nine o’clock pick-up when the
hunter often finds himself nodding off.”

Hunting Science offers Deer-Odorant, a fragrance-free hypoaller-
genic that provides the hunter 24 hour protection from underarm
odors. Hunting Science also offers Breeze-Trackers which allow the
hunter to easily keep track of the slightest wind changes while the
Night-Tracker Glowsticks are excellent for marking blood trails at
night. For information call (715) 627-7702.

Flambeau Outdoors offers an extensive line of decoys, game calls, game feeders,
cases and hunting accessories. Tad Brown, New Product Development and Public
Relations Coordinator for Flambeau Outdoors, said,“Although no archery shop would
be without an inventory of grunt calls some still have not taken advantage of the grow-
ing interest in deer decoys. While it took awhile for deer decoys to catch on they are
quickly gaining popularity among hunters and are a must have item for the archery
dealer.Those dealers that are always looking for the next hot selling items should inves-
tigate the growing interest in predator hunting. Predator decoys and calls are red hot
sellers as predator hunting is seeing tremendous growth across the country.”

To take advantage of the rise in predator hunting interest Flambeau is offering the
MAD M-1 and MAD Ultimate One predator calls, both new for 2009.The M-1 packs all of
the game calling power needed in a portable rugged case weighing in at less than 2
pounds. The M-1 features complete remote control up to 400 yards line-of-sight. The
Ultimate One has all of the features of the M-1 but also offers a built- in decoy system. A
push of a button on the remote control sets the top mounted decoy to flipping and
flopping combining visual movement with irresistible distress sounds, a deadly combi-
nation a predator can’t resist.The units are available with different sound packages from
a basic package containing 30 sounds to a loaded package featuring 100 sounds. For
information on all of Flambeau Outdoors products call (800) 457-5252.
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Sharon Priebe (right) of Grayling
Outdoor Products explains the fea-
tures of Grayling’s line of fletching jigs
to a dealer. Priebe told ArrowTrade, “I
love coming to the ATA Show each year
to see our old dealers and friends and
to make new ones. Grayling has been
an established name in the archery
industry for over 40 years. Our associa-
tion with archery dates back even fur-

ther to our personal association with Fred Bear years before.”
Priebe is proud of Grayling’s product line and the fact that as she states,“We design

and manufacture our products right the first time so we don’t have to keep chang-
ing them. I talk to dealers every day who have been using the same Grayling fletch-
ing jigs for years for their arrow production without any problems.” Grayling’s light
weight economical fletching jigs (see insert) can be set up to fletch straight,right and
left as well as three or four fletch.The jigs can also be set up to fletch cock feather out

or cock feather down. A crossbow receiver is also avail-
able to hold crossbow bolts firmly in place for fletching.

Grayling Outdoor Products also manufactures a fric-
tion free bowfishing reel,kisser buttons,string peeps and
a line of bow quivers. “Our GOP-295 Lite ‘n’ uff  detach-
able bow quiver, available in either black or camo that
we introduced in 2008 has really been a hot seller for us,”
explained Pirebe.“It accepts arrows of any diameter with
our unique multi-lock arrow holding system and is ideal-
ly suited for use with either mechanical or fixed bladed
broadheads.” Call (800) 426-8020 for information on all
Grayling Outdoor Products.

BELOW: Tim Austin (left) and Terry Shamus were at the 2009 ATA Show to help
dealers sort through the line of Vortex optics. “Vortex prides itself on being a USA
owned and operated company and in offering a line of optics that fit a variety of price
points while giving customers the highest quality for the price,”said Shamus.

Shamus recommends Vortex’s Diamondback series for the hunter.The series con-
tains everything from compact to full size waterproof and fog proof binoculars all of
which have excellent light gathering capabilities, critical to the bowhunter. Shamus
indicated that the Diamondback in the 7x36 and 9x36 are excellent for deer,bear and
turkey hunters as they are small and light in weight. For the hunter wanting some-
thing slightly larger either the 8x42 or 10x42 make a great choice.

Austin stressed Vortex’s VIP Warranty that
he said is great for the customer and a great
selling point for the dealer. Basically if you can
send the unit back to Vortex it will be repaired
or replaced with no need for a receipt. No sto-
ries, no hassles; just quick service. Call (800)
426-0048 for complete information on Vortex
binoculars, spotting scopes, rifle scopes and
optical accessories.

Jerry Mullet (right) President of America’s Best
Bowstrings certainly enjoys his work as he shares a
laugh with Darrin Brown of Hips Targets.“I am very excit-
ed about how America’s Best Bowstrings have been
received,” said Mullet. “We experienced 100 percent
growth last year and it appears as if we are on track for at
least 200 percent growth this year. I give all the credit to
the fact that everyone in our organization is dedicated to
producing the best quality bowstring possible. Being an
archery pro shop owner I feel I know what the dealer
needs to succeed and I have structured my program to
provide the dealer the best product possible that allows
them to service all of their customers at a fair price.”

“America’s Best Bowstrings has teamed up with
Scorpion Venom,” explained Mullet. “I feel Scorpion
Venom has developed the best string maintenance
materials on the market. Because we are both obsessed
with quality products the relationship seemed natural
and we feel it has been beneficial for both ourselves and
our customers.”

America’s Best Bowstrings offers any string size in any
color combination for any bow. For 2009 it will be using
BCY Halo serving material.Tight tolerances from string to
string ensure hassle-free set-up and less peep rotation
meaning less time required by the dealer and a higher
degree of customer satisfaction. Contact America’s Best
Bowstrings at (330) 231-1613.
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Whatever you’re looking 
for in a bowstring material, 
BCY has a product tailored to 
your needs. See our catalog 
or visit our web site: www.
bcyfi bers.com

There’s a good reason why 
BCY 452X bowstring material 
is supplied as original equipment 
by most major bow manufacturers:
• Absolutely no creep
• Superior stability
• Very good speed and durability
PLUS:
• The widest range of single and
  two color material
• Same day personal service and 
  advice from people who really 
  know archery

The perfect shot
AND the 
perfect bowstring

Phone: 860-632-7115 
Fax: 860-632-5775
www.bcyfi bers.com • e-mail: bcyray@msn.com

Rely
on

It doesn’t get any 
better than this...
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Richard Pintcke of the Alpen Outdoors pro-staff was on hand to
shown-off Alpen’s line of quality optics for the outdoorsman. Alpen
offers a complete line of high quality monoculars, binoculars, rifle
scopes and spotting scopes. Alpen offers multicoated BAK-4 optics
with a long eye relief ideally suited for the low light conditions
bowhunters encounter during early morning and late evening hunting
conditions. Alpen’s 8.5 and 8x42 binoculars are well suited for the
bowhunter while the 10x50’s make great scouting optics.

Alpen Optics is the first optics company to partner with the National
Breast Cancer Foundation (NBCF). In January 2009, Alpen Optics intro-
duced its new Alpen Pink 263P 8x25 compact and Alpen Pink 393P
10x42 full-size binocular. A portion of the profit of each binocular sold
will go the NBCF to help focus on the cure for breast cancer.

“Pink is the color most associated with breast-cancer research,” says
Vickie Gardner, vice president of Alpen Optics. “The Alpen family was
touched by breast cancer when our 27-year-old niece lost her battle
with breast cancer 9-years ago, and Alpen Pro Staffer, Sheri Runge,
mother of two, won her battle with breast cancer this year,” explains
Gardner.“We’d like to do all we can to help the NBCF focus on the cure
with the introduction of our Alpen Pink binoculars.”

For more information about Alpen Optics call (877) 987-8370.

BELOW: Curtis Jazwiecki, President of Outdoor Business Network,
saw a brisk business as more and more dealers are becoming aware of
the need to use technology to promote and build their business.

“I am a dedicated bowhunter and I know that to kill a big buck I need
to go where they live,” Jazwiecki explained. “The web is where the
younger generation who will become the next generation of cus-
tomers lives so doesn’t it make sense to go there in order to build your
customer base?  Dealers need to look at their overall business plan
including the use of technology for selling and expansion of their busi-
ness and their communications with their customers.”

Jazwiecki designs and supports all levels of e-commerce and web
sites from the most basic to the highest level of sophistication. With
more and more people searching for information and buying on the
internet it only makes sense that every business must consider how to
take advantage of this media.

“While we are seeing more and more people using the latest tech-
nology I feel strongly that it is just the tip of the iceberg,” Jazwiecki
stressed. “Archery dealers are constantly seeking the next hot selling
item.The same logic applies to the use of technology.The dealers who
catch the peak of this new wave of doing business and communicating
with their customers will be well ahead of the pack.” For more infor-
mation on e-commerce and web site development for your business
call (800) 699-0820.

“In 2008 Innerloc Broadheads (Sullivan Industries) introduced Blade
Tunable Technology (B.A.T.),”said Innerloc’s Vice President Kevin Sullivan.
“This technology allows the user to tune their broadheads for the same
blade alignment ensuring each arrow leaves the bow exactly the same
way from shot to shot, improving accuracy and tightening broadhead
groups.The B.A.T.system has been so well received that we have expand-
ed the number of heads available with this technology by adding three
blade,125 and 75 grain models with a 1-1/16 inch diameter cut as well as
an Ultra Fast three blade, 65 grain head with a 1 inch diameter cut.”

“We also added our new 3-blade 100 grain Pink Broadhead with a 1-
1/16 inch diameter cut,”added Sullivan.“The Pink Broadhead (see insert)
is Innerloc’s way of supporting the fight against women’s breast cancer
with a portion of the proceeds from each sale being donated towards
breast cancer research. Also new this year is the .027 inch thick blades on

the Falcon and Carbon
Tuner broadheads, both of
which feature B.A.T. tech-
nology.”

Innerloc Broadheads is
the manufacturer of a complete line of both fixed blade and mechanical broadheads as well as bow-
fishing points and the Hydro-Strike bowfishing bow. The Hydro-Strike is specifically designed for
bowfishing and has “Rapid Fire Fish Cams” which can be adjusted for let-off or no-let off to suit the
shooter. Featuring a bow quiver, integrated pin sight and line pull drum to assist when fighting a big
fish the Hydro-Strike is topped off with a striking blue camo. Call (706) 782-5863 for information.
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BELOW: Jake Shuyler (left), a sales repre-
sentative for Hudalla Associates, manned the Jim Fletcher Archery
booth and was busy taking orders. Jim Fletcher Archery first came on
the archery scene in 1960 and has been a name synonymous with
quality and innovation ever since. Fletcher is well known for it
Fletchmatic series of releases which is still the release of choice among
many archers. Fletcher is also the manufacturer of the popular alu-
minum Tru-Peep which is available in 3/32,3/16 and 1/4 inch hole sizes.

The Jimi T is one of the latest additions to Fletcher’s line-up of releas-
es and can be used as a thumb release or a back tension release. Using
the Jimi T as a back tension release requires a slightly different shoot-
ing technique accomplished by placing the thumb on the trigger and
applying back tension causing the release to
pivot into the thumb and trigging the release.
The release comes with several trigger
options, a basic stainless steel trigger pin, a
knurled trigger sleeve that slides over the pin
and a knurled thimble that can be adjusted for

position.These variations allow the shooter to customize the feel of the
release to their shooting style.

Fletcher’s Fletch Hook release is designed to be used with string
loops and features a roller system for the ultimate in smooth perfor-
mance. The forward trigger helps gain back lost draw length when
using a loop. The hook is specifically designed to release cleanly for
shot to shot consistency and the trigger is infinitely adjustable from
heavy to hair.

The Fletcher FlatHead and the Fletcher .44 Caliper are also great sell-
ers in the Fletcher line and can be used for both hunting and target. All
Fletcher releases carry a lifetime warranty.For complete information on
Fletcher releases call (760) 379-2589.

Tim Quinnan (left) of the Allen Company helps a dealer make a
selection from Allen’s large variety of hunting and fishing accessories.
“At Allen we are not about the next new broadhead or fastest bow,”
said Quinnan.“Allen is well known for its equipment cases but it is not
just about cases. Allen offers a wide variety of products for the out-
doorsman over 250 of which relate directly to archery and bowhunting.

As an example Allen saw the growing inter-
est in bowfishing and for 2009 we added a
full line of bowfishing equipment.”

“The archer is very similar to the fly fisher-
man,” Quinnan laughed. “They both need
just one more piece of gear. Archery dealers
need to think outside of the box when it
comes to add-on sales. Our product line
gives the dealer a tremendous variety of
items to offer his customer and generate
add-on sales year after year. Allen can help
the dealer serve specific niches such as after-
kill care to compasses, basic backpacks and
horn mounting kits to mention just a few.”

A glance through the Allen catalog veri-
fied the comments. Allen not only offers a
wide variety and assortment of quality prod-
ucts (see insert) they do so at price points
that allow the dealer to make a generous
mark-up. Call (800) 876-8600 for a catalog
and complete information.
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Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Profit Central
Instant Arrow Glue
Our Instant Arrow Glue is a great addition 

to our line of quality adhesives. Available in 

1 oz. and 2 oz. bottles, this is an extremely 
cost effective glue for the pro shop or the 
individual. The Instant Arrow Glue is excellent 

for fletching arrows and gluing inserts.  In fact, 

it is the only glue you will need to buy if you 
are working on aluminum, carbon, and even 
wood shafts.
Cat. No. 2601  1oz.
Cat. No. 2602  2oz.

Cat. No. 2616  16oz.

Pine Ridge Archery
Toll-Free: 877-746-7434
pineridgearchery.com

Great Dealer 
Margins!

Silicone Peep Sight Tubing
NO MORE ROTTING OR CRACKING!  Our silicone 
tubing will last longer, and even goes onto the peep 
fittings much easier than latex or rubber tubing.  
DON’T RISK IT, CHANGE YOUR’S TODAY!

Cat. No. 2522 - 3ft. Silicone Peep Sight Tubing
Cat. No. 2523 - 50ft. Silicone Peep Sight Tubing

Made in U.S.A.

Archer’s Allen Wrench / Holster
The “Archer’s Allen Wrench” set is made of

Tungsten steel and is guaranteed to not strip out. 
The new Holster allows you to keep wrench on 

your side and ready at all times.
Cat. No. 2520  Archer’s Allen Wrench Set
Cat. No. 2521  Archer’s Allen Wrench Set XL

Cat. No. 2519  Wrench & Holster Combo

Lifetime Guarantee

1oz.
2oz.

16oz.
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Carson is a well respected
name in the field of optics and
on hand at the ATA Show were
(from left) Paul Bressler, Bob
Hammons and Tim Faust from
Carson Optics. Carson’s High
Definition Series (HD) binoculars
utilize a special HD optical coat-
ing to enhance brightness resulting in maximum light transmission for
excellent clarity and sharpness under challenging low light conditions.
“Carson’s goal is to provide superior quality optics at affordable prices,”
said Faust, Carson’s National Sales Manager. “Our product line is an
excellent choice for the dealer who wants to offer his customers the
best combination of value and price.”

Among Carson’s new products for 2009 are the 8x26 Raven and the
10x25 Outlaw. Both of these units are compact, lightweight and well
suited for those hunters who want great optics in a small package. Also
new for 2009 is the 10x42 Caribou for those hunters desiring more
power, a greater field of view and improved performance in low light
situations. Both the Outlaw and the Caribou come in Mossy Oak
Treestand camo.

Carson also offers an impressive line of optical accessories and opti-
cal cleaning devices (see insert) such as lens pens and retractable
microfiber lens cleaning cloths all of which make excellent add-on sale
items. Call (800) 967-8427 for complete information.  

Melvin Deien, inventor of the Peep
Eliminator Compound Bow Rifle
Sight, is shown here with his 2009
updated model.  It combines a rear
sight with a front sight that not only
eliminates the need for a peep sight

but promises to increase accuracy for the user as well. Deien said, “The
Peep Eliminator can be used in conjunction with the user’s present
sight and only requires that the string peep be removed or not added.
The Peep Eliminator is very similar to the rear V-sight on a rifle and it
takes the place of the string peep. The Peep Eliminator has the added
advantage of detecting bow torque or misalignment. If the archer
torques the bow or is not aligned properly the front and rear sights will
not line up providing a visual indication that the shot is not set up prop-
erly. The Peep Eliminator offers unrestricted visibility in low light situa-
tions extending the hunter’s shooting time.”

For 2009 Deien has modified the rear sighting device (see insert).
White lines have been added to the inside of the V notch for increased
visibility and alignment. The depth of the V has also been increased and
dots added that enable the shooter to align their pin at the bottom of
the V or with either of the two dots. This allows the shooter to shoot
three different distances with a one pin front sight and six different dis-
tances with a two pin front sight. A drilled hole has also been added to
the bottom of the V to allow any moisture to drain when hunting in wet
conditions keeping the sighting system clear at all times. Call (618) 526-
4427 for complete information on the Peep Eliminator. 

Lancaster Archery Supply, a major distributor for the archery industry, is seeing growing
interest in traditional archery and in its TradTech Archery line of traditional bows which were
introduced in 2008. Chad Englerth, Special Projects Coordinator for Lancaster Archery, is holding
both the black and camo risers of the popular Titan bow from the TradTech bow line. While the
black version was available in 2008 the camo version is new for 2009. Also new for 2009 is
TradTech’s Pinnacle II wooden riser for those archers that like the feel, look and warmth that
wood generates. Both of these risers feature International Limb Fitting (ILF). ILF allows for lateral
adjustment of the limbs for maximum performance. 

“Something we are excited about this year is our TradTech Traveler Program,” said Rob
Kaufhold, President of Lancaster Archery Supply.  “To put our bows in the hands of more people
and to generate interest we have established the Traveler program. We have posted details of
the program on both the Leatherwall and Archery Talk web sites telling people interested in try-
ing TradTech bows to contact us. From those contacts we have generated a list of people to
place in the Traveler program and we mail them a TradTech bow and all the accessories required
to shoot plus a competitor’s bow for comparison. The user can try the bow for two weeks at
which time he will receive a mailing label with the name of the person who is to receive the bow
next. This keeps the bow in circulation and allows those that receive it to not only try it but to
test it against a competitor’s bow as well. The only thing we ask is that they pay the shipping cost
to the next user, however if they buy a bow or a set of limbs from us within one year they receive
a $25 credit which will more then cover their cost of shipping.”  For complete information on
Lancaster Archery Supply or to be qualified as a dealer call (800) 829-7408.            52
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Alan Gibbs, President of Gibbs Archery Gear, and his wife Jennifer
are shown here with their new Easy Case Crossbow Sling for 2009.
Crossbows are well known for being difficult to carry and this new sling
case makes the job much easier while pro-
viding protection for the crossbow as well.

Also new for 2009 are Gibb’s reusable Trail
Markers which come 20 to a pack.The mark-
ers are short pieces of small diameter rope
with reflective ribbon woven into the fiber.
The reflective ribbon catches the beam of a
flashlight from a distance to quickly guide
the hunter to their stand in the morning or
back to their vehicle in the evening. In that

fashion it resembles the Super Reflector Pull-Up Rope the company has
been selling to help hunters locate their treestands (see insert photo at
left). A quick clip fastened to one end makes it easy to attach the ropes

to small branches along the trail. The Trail Markers come in bright
orange for those needing to follow a trail in the daylight and in a
dull green for those that wish to keep their markers hidden in the
daylight.

Gibbs continues to supply their original Super Loop string loop
material popular with many archers. One of the strongest loop
materials available it is also very stiff (see insert at bottom). The
loop’s stiffness ensures it will retain its shape for ease of release hook
up under even the most difficult hunting conditions. These are but
a few of the innovative products offered by Gibbs Archery Gear. For
information on the complete line of products call (870) 942-4181.
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Heartland Wildlife Institute Executive Vice President Jeff Neil
told ArrowTrade he sees a dramatic increase in food plots for land
management and hunting.“With more people hunting leased lands,
states outlawing baiting and the concern with CWD more people

see the benefits of properly managed foot plots and mineral sup-
plements,” said Neil. “However it is not as simple as tossing some
seed on the ground or putting out a salt block. People need to
understand what to do and how to do it properly and the folks at
Heartland Wildlife Institute are here to help. We see it as a tremen-
dous opportunity for the archery shop because their staff are viewed
as experts by the customers so who better to turn to to learn about
minerals and land management regardless of how large or small the
food plot. Heartland is ready to work with the dealer to get this
done.”

Although the idea of a food plot is to attract wildlife, it is critical to
initially protect the plot from wildlife so it can generate and get a
good start.To resolve that problem Heartland has partnered up with
the makers of Shake-Away, a deer repellent, designed to protect new
food plots until they are well established.

To reach more dealers with information about its products
Heartland has signed on with Steve Kaufman and Associates who
will be representing Heartland. Pictured in this photo are (left to
right) Les Ray from Heartland’s Customer Service, Matt Marsh of
Steve Kaufman and Associates, Steve Gruber, Wildlife Consultant for
Heartland and Jeff Neil, Executive Vice President for Heartland. For
more information on wildlife minerals, deer feed and food plot seed
call (886) 494-3337.

Mark Whitt, President of
Extreme Archery Products, holds
two new Bone Collector sights for
2009.The Bone Collector series (see
insert) is designed for the
bowhunter that wants something
extra.

Sights within the Bone Collector
series are available in either a fixed
or dovetail mount in either four or
five pin models. Pin sizes come in
.010, .019 and .029 and are mounted on a single vertical plane to ensure all pins
are perfectly aligned. All sights come with a built in level and all fiber optics are
totally enclosed for maximum protection. Optional powered lenses in 2X, 3X, 4X or
6X and an optional light with three intensity levels are also available. All sights in
the Bone Collector series are tool-less for quick and easy adjustment. The Bone
Collector 1200 and 1400 have all of the features mentioned above but also have
micro adjustments for both windage and elevation.

“The Bone Collector series is designed for the more serious hunter who
demands the highest quality and latest technology,” said Whitt. “The Bone
Collector sights will be the first choice of many archers when it comes to long-
range accuracy in both hunting and target situations.”

All Bone Collector series sights can also be switched from right to left hand
which provides an added bonus for the dealer as it truly doubles his inventory. For
information on Extreme Archery Products call (606) 928-9447.

Kenton Carruth, President (left) of First Lite, shows Debra Kelly, a buyer for American Sport located
in Havana, Illinois First Lite’s new products for 2009. First Lite, appeared on the scene last year when it
introduced its line of base layers made from Merino wool. Merino wool fibers are some of the finest
found in nature and the tiny diameters of the fibers allow it to be worn directly against the skin with-
out irritation or itch. Merino wool is odor resistant and breathable. It is also lightweight, warm, com-
fortable to wear, and has the ability to retain 80 percent of your body heat even when wet.The advan-
tages of wool are well known among mountain climbers whose lives often depend on it and it was
this use that inspired First Lite, to bring it to the hunter.

First Lite, has expanded its line this year to include outer wear. The addition of a vest, full zip-up
sweater and pants provides the hunter with packable mid-weight layers which when combined with
the base layers can easily meet a wide variety of weather conditions. While First Lite was over-
whelmed with the response to its product last year it has boosted production up over 200 percent to
meet this year’s anticipated demand allowing it to better serve the dealer. For information on all of
First Lite’s products call (208) 721-0101.
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Jill Slocumb (standing), National Sales Manager of Jordan Outdoor
Enterprises LTD, shows several interested dealers the Realtree
Products line of clothing.Team Realtree
casual clothing is aimed at both men
and women and allows them to show

they are outdoor people without wearing camouflage to the mall.The
trendy new look and style of the Realtree Outfitter Series is aimed at the
young male outdoorsmen (see hat insert).The Realtree Girl series (see
inserts below) which has been on the market for two years has seen a
phenomenal response, according to Slocumb.“Dealers are responding

to the new clothing line,” said Jeff Vinson, Director of Sales and
Sales Operations.“This line can bring in new customers and gives
the dealer an excellent opportunity for add-on sales with generous

built-in profit margins.” To learn more
about the Team Realtree casual clothing
line call (800) 992-9968.

Rocky is a well recognized name when it comes to quality outdoor clothing and boots. Shown here is Samuel Coalson, Marketing Manager,
holding Rocky’s new boot for 2009, the Broadhead (see insert). The Broadhead, available in either brown or Mossy Oak Break-Up, is designed for

maximum flexibility, support and minimum weight.Tipping the scales at a mere 1.5 pounds per pair the Broadhead is
waterproof and breathable.Rocky SiQ Atomic technology helps control human foot odor on a microbial level.The exte-
rior BoneCage construction, a webbed design of protective Camo-Tek overlay, provides flexible structure and protec-
tion against scrapes and abrasion. The ultra light and flexible Broadhead EVA outsole provides superior support while
protecting the bottom of the foot from bumps and bruises with a minimum of additional weight.The Broadhead,as the
name implies, is aimed at the bowhunter who desires a light weight boot for
stalking as well as most all around hunting conditions.

Recognizing the growing numbers of women hunters Rocky is introducing
for 2009 its SilentHunter clothing series designed and tailored specifically for
women.All of the items in the SilentHunter line utilize rocky SiQ Atomic tech-
nology to control human odor on a microbial level.Pants and shirt is available
in a lightweight four-way stretch suede fabric that wicks away moisture and
is quiet when moving though the brush.A soft shell fleece vest is available for
those colder days or can be worn as an outer garment in milder weather if
desired. An outer pull over jacket and pants are waterproof, breathable and
quiet. All items in the SilentHunter line come in Mossy Oak Break-Up camou-
flage. For information on all of Rocky’s products call (800) 848-9452.

Ron and Jan Smollack of ASAT Camouflage are shown here with ASAT’s new
Elite series clothing line for 2009. The Elite series consist of a Base Layer, an
Extreme Base Layer and an Ultimate outer layer.The layers can be used individ-
ually or in any combination depending upon the weather and hunting condi-
tions.

The Base Layer and the Extreme Base Layer both consist of pants and a pull
over shirt and feature ASAT’s AG Vaportech silver odor suppression. The Nano
Silver technology kills odor-causing bacteria. This anti-microbial formula
requires no activation and will not wash away in the laundry.

The Ultimate coat and pants that make up the outer layer feature ASAT’s
Exhale layering system.The exterior polyester fleece is treated with ASAT’s Lotus
Nanobarrier making it soft, silent, water resistant and breathable The Lotus
coating also repels dirt, stains and odors.The core membrane is waterproof and
windproof protecting the wearer against the harshest conditions. The inside
layer is soft,warm and silent to promote ease of movement.The coat has a snap
close hood, zippered pockets and sleeves and zippered side vents for climate
control.

The Elite series is designed to be used in all conditions allowing the hunter to
layer up or down. It is lightweight and easily packable. The pants have inside
knee pockets into which knee pads can be inserted for extreme stalking that
involves crawling. Built in gaiters provide added protection in wet or rough
ground conditions.A matching cap and gloves are also available.All items come
in ASAT Camo, promoted as the ultimate camouflage for all seasons and all ter-
rains. For complete information on all of ASAT’s products call (406) 563-9336.
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ABOVE: Tony Tazza
Regional Manager
for Hoyt (right)
shows Bill Puruczky,
owner of the Archery
Zone in Johnstown,
Pennsylvania Hoyt’s
new AlphaMax. The
AlphaMax is the lat-
est step in Hoyt’s
relentless pursuit for the perfect bow. The
AlphaMax features a brand new XTR Cam and 1/2
performance system and Hoyt’s ZT Lock Pocket
System. Parallel split XTS limbs are combined with
Hoyt’s Tec Lite, riser to produce a bow with a 7 inch
brace height in lengths of 32 and 35 inches.
Available draw weights go from 40 to 80 pounds in
10 pound ranges. The 32 inch model offers draw
lengths from 26 to 30 inches while the 35 inch
model offers draw lengths of 27 to 31 inches, both
of which are available in 1/2 inch increments.

Also new for 2009 is Hoyt’s new Hawk series
which combines Hoyt’s quality and technology
and brings to the dealer a mid-priced bow
designed to fit the pocketbook of the most frugal
shopper.

“We are seeing a lot of dealer excitement about
Hoyt’s Bone Collector Series,”said Tazza.“Both the AlphaMax and the Hawk bows will be avail-
able with a camo riser and black limbs with Michael Waddell’s signature, a special color string
and Bone Collector logos on the limbs and hand grip (see insert above right).” Michael Waddell
(above left) of the Bone Collector TV series was kept busy at the Hoyt booth signing autographs
for his numerous fans.

Hoyt now offers an exciting way to bowhunt the year around with its all-new Riptide, the
first-ever bowfishing bow from Hoyt.The Riptide is designed for all types of bowfishing includ-
ing carp, gator and gar. The Riptide works equally well for both fresh and saltwater fish and is
offered in either Realtree APG HD or Riptide Blue and comes standard with a custom AMS
Bowfishing package, including a spool, line, reel, rest, arrow and hard-hitting barbed point. For
information on the complete line of Hoyt hunting and target bows as well as its line of acces-
sories and clothing call (801) 363-2990.
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Dennis Fink (left) and Scott Elrod of Ozonics were on hand to
explain the Ozonics scent elimination process to interested dealers.
The Hunting Revolution 100 (HR-100) held by Elrod produces ozone.
Ozone is a naturally occurring cleansing agent found in the earth’s
atmosphere which can sanitize biological products, kill odor causing
bacteria and remove odors. It is a technology used for years to steril-
ize hospitals, remove smoke and mold from fire damaged buildings
and to purify air in some of the nation’s best hotels and restaurants.
Units installed in homes kill odors and remove dust and pollen.

Ozonics is now bringing this proven technology to the hunter in
the form of effective scent control. The HR-100 eliminates human
odor from a hunter’s body, clothing and surrounding atmosphere to
avoid animal detection. The portable unit can be used in a ground
blind, tree stand or even carried to and from a stand to cover the
ground scent often left by the hunter. With the unit positioned slight-
ly above the hunter and directed downwind the ozone curtain mixes
with human scent and eliminates it rendering the hunter unde-
tectable from that standpoint. For more info call (979) 285-2400. 

Jarrod Fondie of VaporTrail holds a bow on which is mounted
one of his Limb Driver arrow rests. VaporTrail offers a variety of
products including ScentShield lozenges for effective oral scent
elimination and professional quality strings and cables.

“VaporTrail’s Limb Driver arrow rest utilizes Limb Driven tech-
nology,” Fondie explained. “The Limb Driver is designed with the
intent of simplifying arrow rest set-up and bow tuning.The Limb
Driver rest is spring loaded in the up position and is pulled down
when the bow limbs are at rest. During the draw the compressed
limbs allow the rest to rise and when the bow is fired the rest is
pulled back down by the cable which is attached to the upper
limb. The arrow is supported for 70 percent of the shot cycle pro-
viding the required support for accuracy, yet is driven out of the
way for full fletching clearance as the arrow passes the rest. The
free floating launcher blade allows the initial arrow shock to be
absorbed resulting in truer arrow flight and increased accuracy
while transmitting more energy to the arrow. Because the cord
attaches to the upper limb, not the cables, any pressure on the
cables which can affect synchronization of cams, is eliminated.”

For 2009 the arrow launcher has a built in arrow holder to
ensure the arrow is held in place regardless of the position of the
bow yet releases the arrow on the shot making the rest hunter
friendly. For more information call (800) 310-8110.

Adam Hayden of Scott
Archery was kept busy showing
dealers Scott’s complete line of
releases especially Scott’s new
Rhino XT model (see insert). “We
designed the Rhino in response
to the many requests we received
for a trigger with an adjustable
pull weight and zero travel,”
explained Brian Jones, General
Manager for Scott Archery. 

The Rhino has a single sear trigger with an extreme forward position
to maximize draw length and it features an open hook design for quick
and easy loading even under the most difficult hunting conditions. The
Rhino comes with two springs allowing the user to select the trigger pull
that best suits their shooting style. An additional heavier spring is also
available for those that like an even heavier trigger pull allowing the
release to be set from ultra light to extra heavy. The zero travel trigger

means a quick crisp shot for increased accuracy. After the shot the
release can be reset by simply depressing the trigger. The Rhino is
available with Scott’s solid connector 4-hole adjustment head or
with a web nylon connector. Both connectors allow the release head
to rotate eliminating torque. The release can be further customized
with the selection of either a buckle or Velcro wrist strap. For infor-
mation on Scott’s complete line of releases call (606) 663-2734.
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Scorpyd Crossbows (formally RDT Archery) is home to Reverse Draw Technology. Doug
Vislisel, Vice President of Scorpyd Crossbows, is shown here holding one of these uniquely
designed bows.“Reversing the riser and limb arrangement and putting the string at the lead-
ing edge essentially eliminates the brace height resulting in a longer power stroke,” explained
Vislisel.“A longer power stroke means more speed which in turn means less force is required.
Therefore a Scorpyd Crossbow can have less draw weight then a conventionally designed
crossbow and shoot the same speed.This means it is easier for the shooter to cock and it is qui-
eter to shoot.”

“As a rough comparison a Reverse Draw Technology crossbow with a 100 pound draw
weight will shoot approximately the same speed as a conventionally designed crossbow with
150 pounds of draw weight,”Vislisel continued.

For 2009 Scorpyd has reduced the mass weight of its bow to 9 pounds and has added a 125
pound draw weight model that shoots approximately 370 feet per second.The trigger assem-
bly is rated at less than 3 pounds of pull with no noticeable creep. A Weaver style scope rail is
built in and the folding stock makes cocking easy in a tree stand or ground blind. The bow
comes standard with Bowjax string stoppers for quiet operation.Reversing the limbs also redis-
tributes the weight placing it between the shooters hands making it very comfortable to shoot
and maneuver. Call Scorpyd Crossbows at (319) 331-4700 for information.

There is an old saying that if you can’t run with the big dogs stay on the porch. Appearing on the
scene just a few short years ago Big Dog Treestands has certainly lived up to its name. Big Dog
offers a complete line-up of high quality tree stands, ladder stands and treestand accessories.

“After adding new products for the past several years we were pleased with our overall product
line,” said Eric Presley, Vice President of Engineering for Big Dog.“We spent the past year tweaking
everything and making slight improvements and in essence making our good products even bet-
ter. We went to a quieter fabric and modified the color in our camo pattern to make it more multi-
use by adding more grey and dulling down the green to more of an olive drab.We found this works
better in both spring & fall and in both deep woods as well as snow conditions.”

Big Dog added two blinds to its line for 2009, the Pole Blind and the 3-Axis Pinion Ground Blind
(shown in the photo with Presley). While the Pole Blind utilized typical blind supports the 3-Axis
Pinion Blind takes an entirely new approach.“Most blinds are built with hub connectors which are
rigid and by design put stress on the internal supports resulting in bending over time,” explained
Presley.“Big Dog’s pinion design is spring loaded eliminating stress by the natural internal move-
ment within the pinion during set-up and take-down thus preventing bending of the internal sup-
ports.When set-up the spring pressure within the
pinion constantly exerts a force outward keeping
the blind tight and wrinkle-free.” Both of Big
Dog’s blinds come complete with a stool. Call
(309) 263-6800 for information on Big Dog stands
and accessories.
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John Dreher left, and John Localbo of Scorpion Venom Archery
hold up a variety of their products.“In 2008 we doubled our sales over
2007,”Localbo said.“We are seeing a dramatic increase in our customer
base and that growth is reflected by the people stopping by our booth.
Our partnership with America’s Best Bowstrings is going very well. It is
recommending and selling our 3-Star string maintenance kit which
contains Anti Venom Bowstring Cleaner,Polymeric Bowstring Fluid and
Cam and Serving Lube. In addition our products are also being repre-
sented by PSE.”

“New for 2009 we have a Biscuit Spray designed specifically for the
Whisker Biscuit user,” Localbo explained.“The spray coats each individ-
ual fiber, waterproofing them, reducing noise and friction. The spray is
packaged in a pump container so there is no atomizer required. This
product makes an excellent and easy add-on sale for the dealer.”

Scorpion Venom is also introducing Dab-A-Deer for 2009.This water-
proof scent comes in stick form in an easy to use applicator similar to a
lipstick tube. The long lasting scent can be applied to a drag rag, limb,
leaves or simply opened and set on the ground or stand. It is clean,con-
venient and provides maximum control as there is no chance for
spillage or mess. Call (631) 495-0806 or (631) 553-8609 for more infor-
mation.

Stuart Wright and his wife Becky of Bowjax are shown here bring-
ing dealers up to date on the latest Bowjax products for 2009. The
SlipJax string silencer has been redesigned and slimmed down losing
eight grains of weight and is well suited for today high speed bows.For
bows shooting speeds over 320 feet per second a new SuperJax string
silencer has been created. Made of a higher durometer polymer it pro-
vides the ultimate in durability and dampening. The SuperJax has lost
half the weight of the original and weighs in at just 13 grains. A new
Ultra Liter, 5 inch stabilizer offers a new and larger MaxJax Damper.
Weighing in at 2 ounces less than the original 5 inch MaxJax the new
Ultra Liter,provides better bow balance and a steadier hold at full draw,
while soaking up the maximum vibration possible.Also new for 2009 is
the Super MaxJax Damper which has a 3/4 inch hole and will easily slip
over any 1 inch diameter stabilizer rod. Call (208) 762-3692 for informa-
tion on all of BowJax’s products.

Don Priebe President of Hind Sight holds a bow with the Hind Sight
Path Finder sight attached.“The Path Finder (see insert) is revolutionary
in its design and operation,” said Priebe. “The front and rear sights
move as one maintaining a straight line of sight from eye to target at
all times. Unlike most roving sights that move vertically, like an eleva-
tor,the Path Finder rotates from the shooters eye keeping the rear sight
and front sight in a straight line and
centered with the eye at all times
regardless of the distance. When
adjusted at full draw the front pin
guard and the rear sight ring will
appear as one circle with the single
pin centered in the rear crosshairs.”

The front sight is by TruGlo and con-
sists of a single .029 fiber optic pin
with unsurpassed brightness. The
Path Finder is available in either right
or left hand and is adjustable for draw
lengths from 26 to 33 inches.For infor-
mation on the Path Finder or the com-
plete line of sights from Hind Sight call
(734) 878-2842.
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Matt Minshall, President of
.30-06 Outdoors, enjoyed a
good show as he talked to a
constant stream of dealers
interested in the .30-06
Outdoors product line which
includes a bow and rifle case
line, arrows and miscella-
neous hunting accessories.

“At .30-06 Outdoors our
goal is to provide quality
products at prices that are
attractive to the consumer
while allowing the dealer to
make a generous profit mar-
gin,” Minshall said. “We have
accomplished that by identi-
fying products that have a

high volume turnover and are used by everyone involved in the sport and
providing them to the dealer at the lowest cost. A great example of this logic
is our new Tree Buddy Bow/Gun and Accessory hanger. While one of our
competitors offers three different sizes we came up with a unit that tele-
scopes, allowing the dealer to give their customers a choice while minimiz-
ing inventory cost. As an added plus our unit sells for considerably less than
the price of others on the market.”

A number of new products have been added to .30-06 Outdoors product
line including a Parallel Limb Bow Case and a Princess Camo Bow Case in
pink (see insert) targeting the female customer. Call (614) 312-1888 for infor-
mation on .30-06 Outdoor’s complete line.

Chuck Saunders of Saunders Archery stands beside the redesigned Saco
target. The targets on either side of the Saco
tower are designed to flip to the other side
when struck and the object is to get all of the
targets on your side of the tower to your com-
petitor’s side in the allotted time. Specially
designed blunts are used with the Saco which
are available from Saunders. The target also
works with Saunders line of sling shots, which
are themselves ideal for getting youngsters
involved in the shooting sports.

Saunders Archery has redesigned it Hyper-
Glide cable slide for 2009.This version runs qui-
eter, smoother and will not develop flat spots.

With the grow-
ing popularity of
string suppressors
Saunders has
introduced three
new deadly quiet
string silencers in
Standard, Pro and
Extreme models.
To make the sys-
tem more
absorbent the
contact head is
made from a super
soft gel which is
protected from
wear with a
durable synthetic
sheath. For more
information call
(800) 228-1408

Dorge O’some
Huang, Operating
Manager for
Firenock, was kept
busy explaining
the technology
behind the
Aerovane to deal-
ers fascinated with
this new fletching
concept. Firenock
is the manufactur-
er of both the
Aerovane and the Firenock
lighted nock.

Firenocks do not depend
on either a magnetic or a
mechanical activation but
instead have a built-in acceleration circuit. Firenock is a modular
system. With nine different colored nocks and six different col-
ored L.E.D.’s a total combination of 54 colors is possible. Dealers
can purchase a lighted display board making it easier for cus-
tomers to make a selection.

The Aerovane (see insert) fletchings are aerodynamically
designed to create spin and stabilization through creating lift sim-
ilar to that used in airplane design.Offsetting a vane to create spin
and stabilization results in drag which in turn slows the arrow and
reduces energy at the target,Huang said.He said Aerovanes cause
the arrow to spin due to aerodynamic design resulting in flatter
trajectories with more accuracy and energy downrange. For com-
plete information on Firenock products call (815) 780-1695.

Circle 110 on Response Card
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Ron Randazzo of Beyond BackPacks holds his combination back-
pack and blind. “Incorporated on the back of the pack is a blind,”
explained Randazzo.“Because the blind is on the back of the pack the
hunter does not give up any storage space for his gear. Once at his
hunting site it takes less than two minutes to set the blind up.”

The main pack has a generous main compartment plus two side and
one front pocket for adequate storage of gear. Three models are avail-

able. One is designed for use with
tree stands (see insert left) and lad-
der stands.An XL model is designed
for large two-man ladder stands
and a third model is available for use
as a ground blind (see insert right).
Once set up the blinds have a panel
with compartments that faces the
hunter in which calls, binoculars,
range finders etc. can be stored for
quick and easy access. Call (718)
521-4972 for complete information.

Bruce Dittly of Hunters Help Technologies (HHT) was at the ATA Show to introduce HHT’s new
G-Tool designed to make field dressing quick, easy and safe.The G-Tool, (see insert), is placed into a
small slit made at the base of the chest cavity of any large game animal. Next a knife is inserted into
the groove built into the G-Tool and both the knife and G-Tool are slid toward the rear of the animal.

This process prevents the knife from cutting into the entrails and if used
properly makes it nearly impossible to cut your fingers.

The G-Tool can be purchased separately or as a combo kit complete
with quality lock-back knife. This unit can be used by both gun hunters
and bow hunters and makes a great add-on sales item. Call HHT at (716)
531-4360 for more information.

Matt Futtere (left), owner of Arrowdynamic Solutions, has
seen a steady growth in interest and understanding of his
broadhead designs over the past several years.Futtere manufac-
turers the large Guillotine head designed specifically for turkey
hunters and the Atom which Futtere considers an entirely new
category of broadhead for big game.

The Atom is a bladeless design. Futtere
explained, “In the place of a conventional blade
the Atom utilizes .061 thick Nickel/Titanium Razor
Wire which combines tremendous strength and
flexibility. The Razor Wire is engineered to com-
press and rebound when passing thru bone min-
imizing the loss of kinetic energy and increasing
penetration yet through muscle, skin and soft tis-
sue vitals the razor wire cuts full width. The Atom has two
replaceable Razor Wires providing four exposed cutting surfaces at all
times. Its no blade design means no ‘steering or planning’guaranteeing
pin point accuracy.” Arrowdynamic Solutions makes the Atom in two
100 grain versions including a solid titanium model and for 2009 has
added a 75 grain version (see insert above) for those bowhunters seek-
ing additional speed.

For 2009 Arrowdynamic Solutions has introduced the Guillotine

Diamond Edition turkey head (see insert
right).This new 125 grain head has a 3 x 3 inch
cut and the solid titanium reversible blades
fold for insertion into a quiver or for easy
transportation. The Guillotine has become a first choice among many
dedicated turkey hunters across the country. For information on all of
the products from Arrowdynamic Solutions call (512) 515-6299.
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We’ll carry details of Parker’s expanding crossbow line in the July issue, but wanted
to alert dealers now to the availabilty of a Red Hot crossbow accessory line from that
Virginia firm. One argument against crossbows is that a crossbow customer is apt to
buy far fewer accessories than someone a dealer sells a vertical bow. That’s been
changing with the advent of more quality accessories in recent years and Parker’s new
Red Hot brand accelerates that change.

“The whole idea of the Red Hot brand is to capture under one brand accessories that
are designed for crossbows shooting over 300 fps,” said Parker’s Paul Vaicunas, who
estimates that speed range includes 80 percent of today’s best selling models.
Branding these accessories under Red Hot, rather than Parker, makes it easier to sell
them to owners of other crossbow brands.Vaicunas considers the “anchor products” in
this new line to be the arrows and the optics, both of which came about through part-
nerships with other manufacturers.

The Red Hot HP Carbon Arrows are made with Carbon Express shafts that utilize the
built-in weight forward technology provided by the Buff Tuff finish. At the front you’ll
find more weight in the form of a special 51 grain metal insert that extends the 19 inch
shaft length half an inch. At the rear there’s a new style reinforced nock, a composite
with 80 percent more material than a conventional crossbow nock. The overall cross-
bow arrow length is the normal 20 inches, but the weight distribution provides arrows
that recover quicker and track truer,Vaicunas said. Aiding accuracy are the new Fusion
vanes from Norway, which are textured to provide more steering control that other
compact vanes. At the other end you can mount a Crosspro 100FX, a G5 model that’s
been called the mini-Striker. “That broadhead and arrow combination guarantees
accuracy.We’re regularly robin-hooding arrows at 45 yards.”

Hawk Optics from the United Kingdom worked on short new scopes that offer ideal
specs for a crossbow’s limited range.They employ graduated dot sizes for the different
ranges and tick marks that describe the arrow’s arc toward any obstructions. The Red
Hot web site lets customers enter their arrow speed and receive a print-out of arrow
trajectory sized to fit inside the flip-up protective cap.

For more info on everything from rail lube to crossbow strings, call (540) 337-5426.

SKB is already known for tough cases, but the company’s
investment in rotomolding equipment is enabling it to produce
even tougher versions to protect guns and bows. In rotomolding,
the powdered resin is poured into molds that spin inside huge
ovens, distributing the plastic in a way that corners are the thick-
est and strongest so no metal valence is needed.These cases seal
so well they have to include a pressure relief valve, Regional Sales
Manager Bob Shinogle explained, or after a flight you might not
be able to force them open.That round valve is visible toward the
right side of the light colored case. SKB is also producing accesso-
ry cases with its new injection molding equipment, like the one
he’s showing here. That will let the “World Transport Authority”
better serve the music, industrial and shooting sports markets.To
reach SKB in California, call (800) 685-5224.

Spot-Hogg took a different tack in designing its new line of range
adjustable sights, with a geared-down rack and pinion design that’s
durable, offers smooth operation and uses a large adjustment dial that has
the advantage of spreading out sight marks for more precision, as this
table-display illustrates. In effect hunters can have the precision and range
a good free-style competition sight might provide, without depending on
a long lead screw for the adjustments. Cabe Johnson holds the Boss Hogg,
where a series of hidden gears connect the dial to the sight head, while on
the counter is the Hogg Father. Both offer micro adjustability and precision
2nd and 3rd axis adjustments. Call Spot-Hogg in Oregon at (541) 995-3702.
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Mark Lucas of Warwick Game Manager had no qualms about
demonstrating how you lock the feeder into place with a chain (and
optional padlock) once you’ve raised the corrosion proof unit and its
300 pound load of feed. Then you can take the tension off the winch,
a no brake design that keeps it from free-wheeling if your hand slips
off the handle. Your customers can mount their unit to any suitable
tree in just a few minutes, much like a ladder stand is erected.  With
no tripod, game won’t be as wary and if their hunt is successful the
same unit can hoist their quarry while they dress it out. “These units
are also much more resistant to damage from bear or hogs than a tri-
pod mounted game feeder,” Lucas noted.

The system ships by UPS in two boxes and is designed to retail for
$399. It’s a patented product and pricing is available for distributors,
Lucas noted. Reach the Ohio firm at (330) 618-8883.

David Garner of Cottonwood Outdoors (left) specializes in
padded treestand accessories sewn from a waterproof
Weathershield fabric and utilizing taped seams. You can order tree-
stand seats and rail pads or complete covers that keep off ice, snow
and prevent sun and moisture damage. Justin Taylor (right) is mar-
keting his Packer Creek line of products with Cottonwood
Outdoors, and specializes in compression-fit broadhead cases
including models for the large Turkey Guillotine heads.  For more
information, call the Georgia firm at (706) 253-1100.

The decision by Trueflight Feathers to sell full-length fletching in a
slightly lower “commercial” grade has been a hit with retailers and tra-
ditional manufacturers, according to Pete Roemer. You can buy these
full-length for less than the cost of a die-cut 4-inch feather, because
these have minor imperfec-
tions like gaps along the
upper edge. “We guarantee
there’s a useable web for 5-
1/2 inches out of each feath-
er, and 100 percent of the
dealers we’ve talked to at this
show say that’s good enough
for them,” Roemer related.
Feather burners or choppers
are typically used to prepare
the fletch.

The firm sells in boxes of
1,000 or 2,000 to distributors
and larger arrow builders,
and recommends dealers go
through distributors. Learn
more about this fletching
option at (715) 543-8451.

Diane and Rogers Barrett have adapted technology they’ve used in
the air purification business to create the Xterminator scent control
system for hunters.  The tough, table-top unit is designed to be used in
a closet or small room where the plasma it generates can destroy
human odors and other organic contaminants on clothing and gear.
The Xterminator has three modes and a variety of fan and power set-
tings, so your customer can set it for a light refreshing or a deep clean-
ing. There’s also a timer, so you can set it and forget it, while prolonging
the 8,000 hour life of one of the unit’s key components.

Roger compared it to airing out clothes so natural ozone can freshen
them, but this unit can accomplish in hours what it would take days in
a clean country breeze to match. He said lab tests show it can be used
to pull odors from carbon-based clothing, without the need to launder
them and subject them to high dryer heat. For a convincing store test,
he suggested having customers bring in a couple of smelly socks. Put
one in a zip lock bag and set the other in front of the unit while they
shop or shoot for 20 minutes.  “You’ll be shocked at the difference.” 

The Barrett’s have lined up coast-to-coast sales representation for
Xterminator, using Blue Ridge Marketing, Lone Peak Marketing, Hoover-
Seville and Steve Kaufman & Associates. Contact your sales rep or reach
the Michigan firm at (906) 875-3800.
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Cobra’s sights were spread out like a banquet for retailers to
examine, including this quartet of Ronnie Fellers, Chuck Pierce,
Rick Shepperd and Mike Bradshaw. The representatives of MR
Archery In Bolivar, Missouri had plenty to choose from despite the
Oklahoma firm being hampered by a fire last May 30 that
destroyed finished components and damaged the offices, ship-
ping and assembly areas. It took about two weeks to clean and re-
oil smoke-damaged machine tools, a Cobra representative said,
and then the firm had to concentrate on top-selling SKUs as it
played catch-up with orders in 2008. Now though, its ready to
take orders on the entire line, like this Boomslang Plus 6 with fully
protected fiber; over 6 feet in fact. Reach Cobra at its new facility
by calling (800) 352-6272 or (918) 366-3634.

That’s not an arrow in Keith Minica’s hands, it’s an antenna, the
latest product from the inventive folks at DoubleTake Archery.
The heavy fiberglass shaft holds a camo-finished, AM/FM antenna
so it is easy for your customer to dress up his truck or SUV while he
(or she) tells the world they shoot a bow. The ArrowAntenna is
designed to retail for $24.99.

Inventor Stu Minica (right) holds the BowPlane, a shop tool
whose short arrow fits on a string and projects a 360 degree laser
light. You can use it to quickly set up arrow rests and sights so
when a customer goes to a range to try out a bow they’re already
on the paper with their shots. The BowPlane also checks cam lean
and functions as a bow square, two more reasons your more
advanced customers may want their own. Reach DoubleTake
Archery at (210) 722-3484.

Technohunt keeps improving the choices for retailers who
want to build traffic and increase revenue with an investment in a
video archery system. Chief Technical Officer Quinn Buchanan
and Graphics & Technical Specialist Kristan Yadao helped intro-
duce models 130, 145 and 160 that let people shoot 30, 45 or 60
yards.The systems being sold now are free-standing, with sensors
and projectors mounted on steel frames that don’t go out of sync
even with wide swings in temperature or humidity. You don’t have
to build a tunnel, just bolt them into a range or any place where
you can safely control access. Projectors are bright and because
they’re now mounted above the shooter, they won’t be bumped
into or struck by a stray shot. Upper end Technohunt 330, 345 and
360 systems can track three simultaneous shooters and allow you
to add to the challenge by teaching them to adapt to crosswinds,
rain and yardages past the actual distance to the screen. To find
out more, reach the Colorado firm at (877) 890-9572.
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Sales Rep Shawn Ryan of the Outtech group
(right) gives Illinois retailer Scott Wiegel an
enthusiastic explanation of the Magic Box at the
Truglo booth. That’s a bow-mounted rangefind-
er for treestand hunters that gives you a digital
readout to the target in yards. The inexpensive
device does require you to measure height to the
ground with an included cord and input that
with the buttons (see insert) , so it can do the tri-
angulation to the target.Truglo is helping Johnny
Loose and Alex Pemberton bring their new prod-
uct to market.

The Texas firm has its own array of new prod-
ucts, including new Micro Brite sights and a PWR
DOT archery red dot sight. Mark Garcia said
Truglo has patented the concept of using pin
sizes that taper down at the longer ranges. For
instance, you can order the five pin Micro Brite
with an .029 for the short range pin, two .019
pins, and two .010 pins for the distant shots.
Similarly, the three pin version has one of each size. However, because
some shooters prefer the small fibers at all ranges, Truglo is also stock-
ing the five pin model with all .010 pins, and that version offers the
option of a detachable bracket that’s designed to return the sight to

the same exact setting
time after time.All fibers
are protected within
stainless steel tubes to
form the aim points and
the compact push-but-
ton LED light has an
incredible 300 hour bat-
tery life.

Truglo retailers can
now order a “red dot”scope specifically designed for archery,not adapt-
ed from firearms use. The new PWR DOT offers your choice of red or
green aim points. These models will adjust to fit right or left hand bows
and offer a Steady-Dot technology that means they are accurate even
for a 75-yard shot, Garcia said.

Get more information from your Outtech rep or call 888-8-Truglo.

Missy Sharrone introduced ArrowTrade to the Z28 and other
Elite bows from the company now headed by Peter Crawford,
formerly the National Sales Manager at G5. In fact this 32-1/2
inch bow is being machined from a forging by Grace
Engineering in Memphis, Michigan, the parent company of the
G5 line. The sales office will be located in East Rochester, New
York and the phone number there is the same as before, (877)
503-5483.

All the Elite models are designed by Kevin Strother, who had
much to do with BowTech’s success in its early years. His expe-
rience in cam design is reflected in this model, which can claim
a 330 fps IBO rating despite its generous 8 inch brace height.
These bows come with an STS String Stop already mounted,
along with limb silencers from BowJax. Elite builds bows with
peak weights all the way from 30 to 90 pounds, so you can set
up a youth or the big guy who has been saving up for a trip
after African plains game. With the large Revolution cams
shown, the Z28 covers draw lengths of 27 to 30 inches, or you
can order it with Cuda Cams for shooters in the 23 to 27 inch
range.

Elite’s 2009 line has three other models, including the 33-5/8
inch Cuda, 34-7/8 inch GT500 and the 37 inch XLR for spot and
finger shooters. Each offers a choice of all camo (in Realtree
AP), an AT edition that combines AP with Matte Black, or a
Ninja Edition that is all Matte Black. More information is avail-
able on-line at www.elitearchery.com 
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Quality Archery Designs is noted for its line of total
containment drop-away arrow rests that incorporate anti-
vibration technology for quietness and a lock-down tech-
nology to eliminate launcher arm bounce back. For 2009,
QAD has redesigned the cable clamp and thumb lever on
their line of rests.The new cable clamp eliminates the need
for using small screws to attach the clamp to the bow’s
buss cable. The new clamp is small, light, simple to use,
stronger, and more durable than ever before. QAD
Marketing Manager Kevin Fry (right) shows Joe Pace of
Flatline Archery in Malverne, New York the thumb lever
feature of the newly designed Ultra-Rest. The thumb lever
is now wider so that loading and total arrow capture are
done in one fluid motion. Phone QAD at (434) 846-5839.

Keith (Doc) Ainsley (right) told ArrowTrade, Doc’s Deer
Farm has the largest and most sophisticated deer collec-
tion facility in the world.“We collect on nothing but mir-
ror grade stainless steel collection plates in a tempera-
ture and air filtered environment so that bacterial conta-
mination is minimized,” said Ainsley. Here Ainsley
explains to Jean-Guy (left) and Danny Lachance (center)
of Sherbrooke, Ontario Canada how the lure is collected
and bottled so that hunters can be assured of absolute
freshness every season. All Doc’s deer scent products are
guaranteed to be pure, fresh and not to contain any
additives or preservatives. Doc’s buys back all of its fresh
urine products from dealers at the end of the season to
ensure hunters get only the current season scents. Phone
Doc’s at (330) 539-9572.

Jeremy Leu, Marketing Director for Campbell Outdoor Challenge told
ArrowTrade his company broadcasts a nationally distributed reality television
series that introduces the sport of filming hunts in the outdoors. Each outdoor
challenge features hunter and cameraman teams matching their skills in film-
ing hunts. Campbell sells broadcast quality video cameras and offers a program
allowing retailers to purchase these cameras at wholesale pricing.“We tailor to
every aspect of outdoor video filming and offer a complete line of accessories
including rain covers and camera bags,” said Leu. The Campbell Outdoor chal-
lenge is carried on Versus Country television. For additional information call
(618) 384-3337.

Greatree Archery (at left) specializes in the importation and distribution of
traditional, competition and sporting archery products.The company offers top
brands from many of the world’s leading archery manufacturers. According to
company vice-president Skip Thompson, in 2008 Greatree Archery purchased
K&K Archery and is now proudly producing the very popular Mohegan youth
bows as well as the Manchester Archery line of traditional hunting bows and
longbows. This year, Greatree has introduced a totally new line of competition
limbs for the entry level to intermediate level shooters.“Our limbs and risers are
as good as anything out there and they are competitively priced,” said
Thompson.

For 2009, Greatree has expanded the length and weight options for its
Firefox and Mohegan limbs and the laminated maple and white fiberglass
limbs of its Mohegan Youth Bows will be available in either white or black. In
addition to the four other limb lengths, this year Greatree has come out with a
new 68 inch model in five draw weights for its Mohegan Youth Bow. Greatree
has a friendly and knowledgeable staff to offer customer service and to give
technical advice on all their products. To reach the firm, phone (860) 643-7344.
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Ed Schlief (photo right) of Alaska Bowhunting Supply was on
hand to inform dealers of the company’s new line of broadheads
designed for taking really big animals such as moose, bear, and
African game. “We tried to design our broadheads so that they
absolutely will not fail by bending or breaking,” said Schlief.
According to Schlief, many of the company’s customers reported
broadhead failure especially on large game animals and so the com-
pany set out to correct the reported problems. Schlief said his com-
pany wanted a lethal broadhead and arrow pairing
that customers could rely on. The Ashby, Nanook
(shown in insert), Samurai and Maasai broadheads
are all rock solid single bevel heads designed to
take all the larger big game animals while provid-
ing even bigger dealer profits. Coupled with the
company’s line of extreme forward of center
arrows, the combination is capable of taking the
largest game animals on earth. For further informa-

Rick McKinney was busy informing dealers about Carbon
Tech’s new products for 2009. New this year is the Carbon
Tech CT Wolverine Crossbow Bolt. According to McKinney, this
new bolt is manufactured using a special wrapping process
that makes the shaft more durable and more accurate than
many carbon bolts on the market today. The bolt is 22 inches
long and has a 300 grain total weight without the tip.

Carbon Tech has also introduced the McK Junior, a super-
light skinny arrow to provide distance for young shooters.
Young archers often struggle to get maximum distance and
may resort to using too heavy a bow in order to do so. Now,
they can achieve that distance using lighter drawing bows.
The McK Junior Kids Arrow is packaged as six fletched arrows
with points included. They are available in three sizes ranging
from a light 5.0 gpi to a heavy 7.0 gpi.

Carbon Tech also introduced the new CT Diamond Blade
wheel; an arrow cut off saw blade that promises to eliminate
cutting accuracy problems and durability concerns for deal-
ers. The blade is the first of its type in the industry because it
will cut carbon arrow shafts like butter and will last at least five
times longer than an abrasive blade. Contact Carbon Tech at
(916) 641-8088.

Wildgame Innovations is a family run and operated company
offering a variety of deer food, minerals, and food plot products in
addition to scouting cameras, scents, and animal calls. According to
marketing director Matt Busbice, this year the company is introduc-
ing the new “Bone Collector series of calls that allow a hunter to
mimic almost every sound a deer makes including fawn bleats, bawls,
doe in estrus grunts, mature buck grunts and several others. These
vocalizations can be made by simply squeezing a button on the
Flextone Buck Collector game call. Busbice said Wildgame
Innovations has teamed up with Michael Waddell and the whole
Bone Collector Brotherhood to create possibly the most innovative
deer call to enter the woods.

The Buck Commander is another new Flextone call that allows
hunters to produce desperate doe estrus bleats, dominant buck
grunts and commanding growls with ease. A large ported exhaust
bell gives this call the volume and natural sound to lure bucks into
shooting range regardless of the time of the season. For further infor-
mation call (377) 839-6267.
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HHA is known for producing high quality hunting sights and this year the family owned
company is celebrating its 25th year in business. According to HHA Marketing Manager Chris
Hamm, about six years ago HHA changed from using an acrylic sight housing to an aluminum
one making the frame of their sights much stronger. This year, HHA has introduced A.R.M.O.R
pin technology that protects the fiber optic pins in all their sights except the Model OL-3000.
A.R.M.O.R technology means the pins are protected in a rigid aluminum CNC machined chan-
nel that will not flex, break or warp. Pins in either .019 or .029 sizes are standard in all 2009 HHA
sights except for the Model OL-3000.

For 2009, HHA has introduced its totally toolless Brushfire Extreme Model FX-519 five pin
hunting sight with individual .019 micro adjustable pins. Each pin can be easily adjusted by
using one of the color-coded knurled knobs conveniently located at the top of the sight. All
HHA Optimizer Sights (except 3000 series) feature a totally toolless micro windage adjustment.
A single click moves the arrow impact 1/8 inch at 20 yards.

Two other hot new products from HAA this year are the Blue Burst Sight Light with Rheostat
and the Blue Burst Sight with Rheostat and Pull Switch. With the exception of the 3000 series
of sights, both models fit all HHA fiber optic sights. A mounting bracket attaches to the exteri-
or of the sight and illuminates the fiber wrap. Both models come with a rheostat feature that
adjusts the light’s brightness.The model 2800  uses a pull switch which only goes on when the
bow is drawn. Dealers needing additional information can phone HHA at (860) 643-7344.

Bryan Bychowski and Jim Broberg were on hand to tell dealers
about the new items offered by Pine Ridge Archery/Dubro
Products for 2009. The company’s E/Z Mount Call Holder fits snugly
around a hunter’s forearm or wrist making the call easy to access
without making noise or producing excessive movement. The call
holder can swivel to any position so it is always where a hunter needs
it. Broberg (photo) demonstrated how the holder keeps the call par-
allel with a hunter’s arm and out of the way while they climb a tree
or walk to their stand. The E/Z Call Holder (see insert) works with all
grunt calls and has an adjustable strap that fits all.

Broberg also demonstrated the company’s
new Tree Stand Hook & Hoist System that pro-
vides many benefits for the treestand hunter.
With the Tree Stand Hook and Hoist System, the
hoist always stays with the stand. Hunters can let
out just enough hoist rope to keep their bow or
gun off the ground and out of the snow or dirt
while they climb. The hoist is a 30 foot camo rope
with a convenient clip added for quick hook-ups.
The rope and hook are sold together as a system
or individually for use on existing set-ups.
Bychowski said the hooks work great as hangers
for a gear pack or rattling antlers. Phone Pine
Ridge Archery toll free at (877) 746-7434.

Sam Burgeson was busy telling dealers about three of the new prod-
ucts Wildlife Research Center is marketing this year. The Magnum
Scrape Dripper is a larger version of the company’s Ultimate Scrape
Dripper and will dispense scent for approximately two to three weeks
using only 4 ounces of scent. Dealers should note that no batteries are
required for operating either scent dispensing system and that they
shut down after dark and during heavy rain, conserving valuable scent.

Burgeson went on to say that Wildlife Research Center has improved
their formula for scent elimination and now offers its new Super
Charged Scent Killer. Super Charged Scent Killer is 99 percent effective
for eliminating human odors and works wet or dry and will continue to
work for days after drying. The special formula works by combating
odors at the molecular level while the odorless formula kills human
odors and other foreign odors on contact.

Wildlife Research Center continues to add to its scent elimination sys-
tem by offering Scent Killer Field Wipes. These handy wipes are pack-
aged in a convenient resealable pack and are enriched with Vitamin E
and Aloe to protect and sooth the skin. When a shower is not available
or when a hunter needs to quickly clean and deodorize, the Scent Killer
Field Wipes will do the job in a hurry.

For information call the Minnesota firm at (763) 427-3350.
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Bonnie Johansen, Phyllis Shilling, Dawn Phenix and Ken Stoll (left
to right) of Buck Stop Lures were busy informing dealers of Buck
Stop products. Dawn Phenix told ArrowTrade that Buck Stop Lures
has been in business for 56 years and offers a complete line of scents
including elk, moose and deer in addition to an extensive line of
trapping scents. Buck Stop also produces dog training scents and
scent elimination products. “We even own our own deer farm and
collection facility. We don’t use anything synthetic and everything is
collected in season,”said Phyllis Shilling, vice president of marketing.
Buck Stop products are field tested prior to being introduced to the
public and the company stands behind all their products 100 per-
cent. Phone (989) 762-5091 for further information on Buck Stop
products.

Trying to
catch up
with Butch
Thomas was
like trying to
catch a hen
in a barn-
yard. For
three days,
Thomas was
busy writing
orders for
M o r r e l l
Targets and
it took sever-
al tries before we caught up with him talking about the new Morrell
target offerings to Joe Kim (left) from Hi-Tech Archery in Fullerton,
California. Thomas said Michael Waddell’s new Bone Collector series
of targets by Morrell are sure to be a hit with dealers and shooters
alike. Bone Collector targets come in both broadhead and field tip
models and have a new nucleus center for exceptional stopping
power. Both target are 100 percent weatherproof and sport E-Z Tote
Carrying handles. Thomas said the Bone Collector MLT-1 field point
target and the 400 FPS targets carry a full two-year warranty.

This year, Morrell designed a target with girls in mind and has
introduced The Crush, a hot pink, multi-layered, weatherproof field
point target with a patented design.Tiffany Lakosky is endorsing the
Crush and a portion of the proceeds from every sale will be donated
to the fight against breast cancer. According to Thomas, many of
Morrell’s targets including the Yellow Jacket and Wildfire models are
new and improved for 2009. For further information about any of
these targets contact Thomas at (800) 582-7438.

Jeff DeRegnaucourt (left) and Tom Burr discussed insurance needs
with many dealers. Burr and Company is an industry leader in insur-
ance programs for the specialized field of archery. Dealers should be
aware that Burr and Company’s insurance rates continue to be more
competitive and the company is adding new markets. Grange
Insurance, which is licensed to do business in many states, has recently
become a new partner.This means dealers have more insurance options
with lower premiums and better coverage.With Grange Insurance, Burr
and Company has the option of adding personal, auto, and homeown-
ers insurance for their commercial customers. For questions contact Jeff
DeRegnaucourt at (800) 878-2877.

Charles Raeth of Sure-Loc Archery Products demonstrates the Sure-
Loc X-Press Pro Bow Press for George Chambly (left) owner of Chambly’s
Pro Shop in Valley,Alabama,while Shop Pro Sam Neat and Mike Maskell,
the  owner of Barn Archery in Spencer, Indiana look on.The new X-Press
Pro offers all the benefits of the regular X-Press plus it has a gear-driven
riser support adjustment and a convenient forward facing crank con-
trol. Raeth explained the new press allows for an easier transition from
bow to bow and no timing adjustments are required. The attendees
were also interested in the new X-Press Serving Jig which enables string
and cable ends to be reserved without having to remove either strings
or cables from the bow.

Diana Gibbs showed ArrowTrade Sure-Loc’s new Phoenix 400 target
sight. Gibbs said the new sight features a precision, fast thread adjust-
ment for 3/8 inch per turn elevation screw movement.The Phoenix 400
has a solid, one-piece frame with 2.5 inches of travel. Windage adjust-
ment is precise and repeatable in .002 inch  increments. A unique,
patented split-block design allows for the easy swapping of either the
scope or pin attachment and the new Phoenix sights are compatible
with other Sure-Loc accessories. For additional information contact
Sure-Loc at (812) 689-9926.
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David South, General
Manager of Summit
Treestands was busy
demonstrating the all-
new Raptor series of
hang-on stands featuring
the new Talon Bracket
system that makes hang-
ing a stand faster than
ever before. Summit also
introduced a new series
of outfitter-quality ladder
stands that may be set-
ting a new standard for
stability and durability.
This year,Summit has also
come out with a new line

of ground blinds called Run-N-Gun which are a logical extension of their
treestand business.These blinds were getting a lot of attention from dealers
because as South demonstrated, they are a breeze to set up and to take
down and look great in a new digital FLX camouflage pattern.

Waterfowl hunters weren’t forgotten either because Summit’s new layout
blinds are designed for waterfowl hunting and actually make lying in a
muddy cornfield comfortable. It was noted the new digital FLX camouflage
pattern on these layout blinds will attract everyone’s attention except the
geese and ducks. For more information on Summit products call (256) 353-
0634.

BELOW: Andrew and Janice Bogulski, owners of Black Widow Lures in
Brooksville, Florida endured the Indiana cold to tell dealers about the two
new products they are introducing in 2009. The new Hot-N-Ready Peak of
Estrus deer lure is only collected during the absolute peak of the doe’s estrus
cycle when she is ready to stand and breed. According to Andrew Bogulski,
the does are so hot they had to give the lure a triple X rating. Hot-N-Ready is
great for drag rags and scent wicks.

Young Buck is the second new product brought out for 2009 by the
Bogulskis. He said the company developed this scent because many of his
customers told him they had mostly young bucks on their property and they
were concerned that urine taken from a larger deer could spook younger
deer. Young Buck is collected from two-year old bucks and then has tarsal
and interdigital gland secretions added. It is designed to bring in just about
any buck including the younger ones because it is less likely to spook less
dominant deer. Black Widow Lures are specifically designed to appeal to
both northern and southern deer. Black Widow Gold is collected exclusively
from northern whitetail deer and is intended only for use in northern states.
Black Widow Red Label is collected only from southern whitetail deer and is
intended for use only with southern deer. Reach Black Widow Lures at (352)
592-5340.

According to Chris Paradise, Vice President of Licensing
(right) and Ben Maki,Vice President of Marketing (left) at Mossy
Oak, manufacturers can add value, attractiveness, and shelf
appeal to their products by adding a Mossy Oak camouflage
pattern. Mossy Oak licenses all camouflage patterns and care-
fully selects licensees in categories and authorizes them to use
the Mossy Oak pattern on their products.According to Paradise,
the Mossy Oak pattern provides an added value because of the
company’s marketing efforts coupled with their own produc-
tion studio and television programs. Mossy Oak has a very tar-
geted media campaign which includes print ads, web media,
and a Pro Staff team. Everything they do is centered on the
brand. Paradise told ArrowTrade that Maki has developed a
comprehensive support strategy to promote the Mossy Oak
brand, patterns, and licensing partners to help manufacturers
sell more of their products.

Paradise said Mossy Oak Break Up is the company’s flagship
pattern and is the most recognized and widely licensed prod-
uct they offer. Currently, Mossy Oak has five marketed patterns
including: Mossy Oak Break Up, Mossy Oak Brush, Mossy Oak
Obsession,Mossy Oak TreeStand (shown below) and Mossy Oak
Duckblind. This way a licensee can decorate their product with
a camouflage pattern most appropriate for the region or game
in which it will be used. Manufacturers wishing to obtain a
Mossy Oak license can contact Mossy Oak at (662) 494-8859.
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A m e r i c a n
Whitetail’s series of
King targets have
been popular with
shooters for years.
By using a multi-
density layered
foam design the
King series provides
excellent broad-
head durability in a
lightweight pack-
age. Ken Harris
(photo) took time to
speak to ArrowTrade
about the compa-
ny’s new Hybrid
King all-purpose tar-
get. Harris said the
Hybrid King is a true

target point/broadhead point target which stops field points as well
as broadheads. To top things off, the Hybrid King is freestanding,
lightweight, and allows for easy arrow removal. At 19 x 19 x 10 inch-
es thick, the Hybrid King is ready for anything. For further informa-
tion phone (888) 233-1976.

Target Communications produces five of the largest deer and
turkey hunting public exhibitions in the country and this year,Target
is celebrating its 25th year of producing Expos. Target
Communications President Glenn Helgeland said despite the econo-
my, this year’s booth reservations are higher than they were at this
time last year. Helgeland told ArrowTrade his company is developing
new marketing programs which focus on product categories such as
binoculars, trail cameras, firearms scopes, archery equipment and
accessories, food plot seeds, implements, ATVs, and related items. In
addition, Helgeland said the company has moved its deer and turkey
preview magazine on-line and it will be available in late January
2009. Target Communications is now mailing a huge post card to
remind people to check the on-line magazine while offering them
special offer coupons from exhibitors. Helgeland noted that adver-
tising rates have been reduced by 67 percent. For further information
contact Target Communications at (800) 324-3337.

Left to right in our photo are Andy Rennieke, Advertising Sales,
Cheryl Keller, Target Booth Sales Director, Dave Schroeder, Michigan
Booth Sales and Glenn Helgeland.

BELOW: Gerry Kaufman (left) of Wyandotte Leather Inc. discuss-
es the features of a leather bow quiver with Dick Adams of Adams
Archery, Milan, Michigan. Wyandotte makes quality leather archery
products and this year Wyandotte is using Pape’s for distribution of
its after school merchandise such as quivers, armguards and gloves.
All products are made in the USA.Wyandotte can be reached at (734)
282-3403.

April Carter discusses the features
of a Carter release with Richard Smith
from London, Ontario Canada. For
2009, Carter Enterprises has intro-
duced three new releases. According
to Forrest Carter, Carter’s new The
Only string release (see insert) is the

easiest hinge release ever created. Carter says The Only incorporates
the most significant improvement in hinge release technology in 50
years.The head angle can be adjusted up to 35 degrees and with the
revolutionary Variable Crescent Technology (V.C.T.), firing speed
adjustments are limitless. The Only is self loading and is designed to
be shot from a D-loop.

In addition to “The Only”Carter Enterprises has introduced the Rx1
and Rx2, two new strap releases that promise speed, stealth, and
accuracy. The Rx series features a brand new magnetic hook return
that closes with a simple squeeze of the finger. The unique self-clos-
ing open hook design is perfect for shooting from a string loop.
Contact Carter Enterprises at (208) 624-3467 for additional informa-
tion.
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Few would argue these are not tough times and tough times
require smart buying. Hipps Targets, Steve Crooks (left) and
company President Darrin Brown (right) told ArrowTrade Hipps is
providing an economic stimulus for dealers because they can
purchase a minimum number of targets to enjoy free shipping
and good profit margins. For 2009, Brown said Hipps is offering
five new ProShop Series targets designed to be eco-
nomical targets that are 100 percent recyclable and
will do the job without breaking the bank. The new
Big Chief target will stop broadheads as well as field
points while the Compact II and Stalker II can be shot
with either field points or broadheads. Brown point-
ed out the Stalker II features superior stopping
power for use with high-speed bows.

Brown also noted that Hipps has come out with a
new Archery Range System that combines their “per-
formance foam” and their new bale compression sys-
tem to build one of the best layered range targets in
the industry. The Hipps Archery Range System will
appeal to many dealers because it saves them money in
range maintenance. The only foam that needs to be
replaced is the shot out material. Brown said dealers look-
ing for a professional looking cost effective archery range
target need to look no farther than the Hipps Archery
Range System. For further information regarding dealer
pricing, free shipping or products call (800) 979-0915.

Flex-Fletch came out with their Extreme Vanes in 2008
and is aggressively promoting them for 2009. According
to Dann Grundman, co-owner of Flex-Fletch, the company
has raised the bar by making these vanes stiffer than
before.The reason, he said, was to match the performance
of the vane to today’s ultra-high speed bows. Grundman
said the company’s Flash Vanes have been improved as
well and they have been stiffened to perform without
warping at high speed. Flex-Fletch also offers an extreme-
ly flexible kisser button in a variety of vibrant Flex-Fletch
colors. The kisser button is split for easy mounting and
contoured to comfortably fit the lips. Shown in photo  (left
to right) are: Dann Grundman, Barbara Grundman, Vince
Grundman and Judy Stahl. For further information on any
Flex-Flex product phone (651) 426-4882.

Phil Robinson (at right), President
of Tink’s, said his company was try-
ing to be innovative with the prod-
ucts they are developing. “We’re lis-
tening to our customers and dealers
and giving them what they want,”
said Robinson. As an example, Tink’s

teamed up with the
makers of the Buck
Bomb to come up
with the new Tink’s
Buck Bomb. The
new product holds
Tink’s #69 Doe-In-
Rut buck lure, which
is 100 percent nat-
ural urine collected
from live whitetail
does during the
peak of their estrus
cycle. Because the
Buck Bomb is oil
based, the scent clings to everything it touches.

Robinson also demonstrated the new Tink’s #69 Doe-In-Rut
Hot Bomb which is a heated lure dispenser containing a pre-
loaded scent pad warmed by an air-activated heat pouch last-
ing up to four hours. The scent pad is permeated with Tink’s
#69 Doe-In-Rut Formula which simulates a doe into her estrous
period.

Tink’s has also introduced Smokin’ Sticks which are designed
to attract game and to cover human scent. Each stick smokes
for approximately two hours and the smoke will cling to
everything it touches. Smokin’ Sticks can be used by them-

selves but are more effective
when they are used with the
New Tink’s Smoke Stack. The
Smoke Stack increases the
burn time of the sticks and is
especially helpful in windy or
wet hunting conditions. The
Smoke Stack is collapsible for
easy transportation and
weighs only 2 ounces. Contact
Tink’s at (800) 624-5988 for
additional information.
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After a fire destroyed Delta’s office and 3D manufacturing facilities
last August, Delta continued operations until its existing inventory of
3D targets was depleted.Today, Delta has a new 3D target manufacturing facil-
ity and production of the company’s 3D target line has resumed. According to
Delta Marketing Assistant, Krista Huffman (photo), Delta/McKenzie is now
offering up to 25 of their most popular McKenzie 3D targets as well as replace-
ment midsections and replacement cores for their popular Xtreme Series tar-
gets. In addition, McKenzie has added fourteen new Xtreme models for 2009.
The company expects to be in full production by late spring. Dealers should
note that Delta has come out with its new Speed Bag series of four targets that
are specifically engineered for today’s high speed, high performance bows.
These colorful targets are designed to provide easy, two-finger arrow removal
and to last a long time as well. For additional information on target availability
contact the Delta/Mckenzie customer service department at (800) 708-0673.

Goat Tuff adhesives are known as high quality products
designed for a variety of uses. Jerry Smith (photo) was on
hand to discuss all of the Goat Tuff products including the
new Goat Tuff Shaft Cleaner Kit and Shaft Cleaner
Concentrate.The new shaft cleaning product is pH balanced
to enhance performance especially when used with Goat
Tuff Glue. The Shaft Cleaner is safe, easy on the hands,
biodegradable, and environmentally friendly. Dealers will
like the idea that it can be obtained in concentrated form
saving them money on shipping costs.

Smith was also busy telling dealers about Goat Tuff’s GT
Impact glue which bonds inserts into both carbon and alu-
minum shafts.The most notable thing about this adhesive is
that it is rubberized to absorb higher shock loads than regu-
lar cyanoacrylate glues. It bonds in seconds, is weatherproof
and even bonds broadheads that attach to a ferrule or
wooden shaft. For further information contact Goat Tuff at
(520)742-1701.

According to Carbon Express
Marketing Manager, Steve
Graham, (photo) Carbon Express
is continuing its “weight for-
ward” campaign for 2009
because of the success it had
with it last year. Graham said
Carbon Express is listening to its
dealers and giving its products

time to get to the consumer level. Graham said the
biggest growth for Carbon Express has been in its target
arrow line and last year Dietmar Trillus won his second
world championship in a row using Carbon Express target
arrows. As a result, Graham said their field arrow line is
getting a lot of attention.

Graham said the biggest news for Carbon Express in
2009 is the introduction of their new F-15 dual head
broadhead (see insert). “We’ve taken ultra-slow motion
photographs to study the interaction of the broadhead to
the arrow and developed the F-15 line of broadheads,”
said Graham. The F-15 is available in either fixed blade or
expandable models that provide a 250 percent greater
wound opening than single blade broadheads. The F-15
has an aggressive yet streamlined design making it
incredibly aerodynamic and extremely quiet in flight. For
further information call (800) 241-4833.
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Easton’s marketing coordinator  Rich Packer (right)
discusses the company’s new Axis Full Metal Jacket arrow
(see insert) with Mathew's Pro Staff Shooters Brittany
(left) and Tammy Koenig. The Full Metal Jacket arrow is
designed to take dangerous game and it is being offered
in 250 and 300 sizes with shaft weights of 15.5 and 17.2
gpi. For 2009 Easton expanded its line of arrows using N-
Fused Carbon technology and has come out with the
new ST Epic line. According to Packer, these arrows will
appeal to a broader range of customers because they are
designed to be a mid-priced carbon arrow and still offer
the N-Fused technology.These arrows will be available in
black or in the Realtree AP camo pattern.

Packer also said Easton’s new FlatLine microlite Speed
System delivers high velocity coupled with flat trajectory.
What makes this new line of arrows unique is the FlatLine
Superlite carbon construction of the shaft coupled with a
new Micro-Lite Super Nock/Insert component. This sys-
tem takes 7.2 grains off the total weight of the arrow.The
FlatLine microlite arrow is designed for those shooters
looking for the ultimate in speed.

Packer noted that Easton’s new A/C/C Professional
Hunting Series of arrows are now optimized for hunting
because shooters now get the broadhead accuracy of HP
Inserts with the speed and precision of SuperLite Alloy/
Carbon.These arrows utilize a smaller diameter for better
performance in windy conditions and take standard
broadhead inserts.The A/C/C shafts come in four specific
hunting spine weights with Easton’s new X-nock and UNI
Bushing installed. To get additional information about
these Easton products phone (801) 539-1400.

Winner’s Choice Custom Bow Strings
has added the new Weather Tamer String
Care Kit to its line of custom bow stings
according to President Bruce Brown.
Brown told ArrowTrade that Winner’s
Choice teamed with Scent Control
Systems, the makers of the revolutionary
Weatherlock Technology, to create the
finest string maintenance and cleaning
product ever produced. Weather Tamer
string treatment can be applied to any
string using the included cleaning cloths
to lubricate, and to prevent wear and
“fuzziness” of any bowstring. In addition,
the new string treatment fully waterproofs
the string and protects it from the ele-
ments. Dealers and customers should
know this product replaces traditional
string wax for added string life and relia-
bility.

Also new this year is the Winner’s Choice Ultimate String
Loop (see insert). This all-new string loop material is
P.I.M.M.P.ed which is the company’s way of describing its
Proprietary Interlocking Molecular Manufacturing Process.
This new loop material will not stretch with constant use
and is stiff enough for easy reloads while hunting.

For 2009, Winner’s Choice is offering two new DVDs
“Always Hunting with Winner’s Choice”, and Always Hunting
With Winner’s Choice Western Style.” These two videos are
sure to bring outdoor enjoyment to family and friends as
they bring unprecedented bow hunting action and chronicle hunts from across
North America. For further information phone the firm at (541) 575-0818.
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Carbon Impact’s Titan XLT line of arrows has
been a best seller for the company according to
General Manager Pierre Pujos. This arrow is espe-
cially popular in western states where bigger game
such as elk, moose and bear are hunted. Pujos told
ArrowTrade the XLT has a super quiet finish and
weight forward technology that translates into
superior accuracy. The Titan XLT is available in two
spines and two grades. The yellow grade has a
straightness tolerance of .003 while the blue grade
offers a straightness tolerance of .006. Pujos said
sales of Carbon Impact’s Ultrabolt XLT are on the
rise as well because the crossbow market is increas-
ing. Phone (231) 929-8152 for more information.
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Hunter Safety
System took the
advice of its cus-
tomers and for
2009, redesigned
each of their mod-
els to include
those improve-
ments suggested
by many hunters.
The redesigned
HSS Safety System
vests are now
lighter, quieter,
offer more free-
dom of movement, and have hunter friendly accessories as stan-
dard equipment. Dealers and their customers will be pleased to
know these improvements have been made with little or absolute-
ly no increase in price. According to David Langston Hunter Safety
System’s Director of Sales and Marketing, the HSS-6 Pro Series Vest
has no fewer than five new features including lighter weight, elas-
tic sleeve holes, 8 storage pockets with no noisy Velcro closures, a
single front buckle for faster on and off in the dark, a binocular
rangefinder strap, and perhaps of most interest to bow hunters, a
sound dampening rubber coating has been applied to the buckles
for ultimate stealth. 

The company’s Reversible Vests HSS-1 and HSS-4 have been
given additional improvements as well. These include elastic sleeve
holes for a snug fit during bow hunts, deep storage pockets, sound
dampening rubber buckle coating and a single front buckle for
faster on and off in the dark. 

For the budget minded, the HSS-7 Treestalker Vest now has sad-
dle style leg straps and a single front buckle for ease of use, as HSS
Assistant Director of Sales, Jarrod Karr is pointing out. To obtain
additional information phone (256) 773-7732.

BELOW: Mike Arajakis, of Game Plan Gear shows John
Etheridge (left) from Intermedia Outdoors, Game Plan Gear’s
redesigned Bow Bat XL pack which includes a new expansion
panel for carrying clothing and other bulky items. The newly
designed Bow Bat XL is slightly larger than previous models.  This
padded wrap-around case protects the bow’s sight pins and rest,
and then straps around the tree, providing a comfortable backrest.
The Bat Pack XL features gear-specific pockets, to carry everything
from release aids, mouth calls, facemasks or scent elimination gear.
“Many people think of it as a tackle box for the treestand”, said
Arajakis. Once gear is placed inside the Bow Bat pack it can be car-
ried by using the included grab handles or slung over the shoulder.
Reach Game Plan Gear at (877) 544-6611. 

Judi and Sam Collora (photo) were on hand to discuss the merits of
their company’s Mrs. Doe Pee products with dealers. Judi told
ArrowTrade that their Powder Puff wind direction powder containing
powdered whitetail doe estrus urine was generating a great deal of
interest from dealers attending the ATA Show. She went on to say Mrs.
Doe Pee is best known for their 100 percent pure, uncut, fresh white-
tail deer liquid urine. Mrs. Doe Pee also offers a line of freeze dried
fresh buck and doe urine that the consumer can reconstitute with the
included bottle of distilled water. In addition to their line of scents,
Mrs. Doe Pee offers a line of cover scents, scent elimination products
and deer calls. Reach Mrs. Doe Pee by calling (319) 385-3875.

Motion Targets established in 2005, marks its fourth year of atten-
dance at the ATA Show. Mark Brown, Motion Targets General Manager,
told ArrowTrade shooting at 3-D targets mounted on the all-electric
computerized system is addicting and is growing in popularity across
the country. According to Brown, Motion Targets produces the finest,
most dependable portable target system available and accepts virtu-
ally any 3-D archery target in addition to all Motion Target Gun Hunter
gun targets. The system may be used indoors or out for archery or
firearms events and provides maximum shooter enjoyment for cus-
tomers and generates excellent profits for dealers. Brown said the
company has strived to make the Motion Target system as versatile,
mobile, safe, and easy to use as possible and the company can design
a custom system to fit individual dealer needs. Motion Targets can be
purchased in 5, 8, or 11 target options and comes with a running tar-
get as standard. The computer system is easily up-gradable to add
more targets at a later date as needed. For further information and to
request a free DVD. Phone (541) 575-0247. 
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Lakewood Products motto is “cases for the sportsman,” and the com-
pany has been manufacturing high quality outdoor protective cases for
hunters and fishermen for the past 18 years. Lakewood Products owner
Steve Wagnitz (photo) was busy throughout the show discussing his com-
pany’s line of products with dealers. Wagnitz said Lakewood Products is
now offering its popular Bowfile case in a new 37 inch size in addition to
the 41 and 45 inch sizes currently available. Wagnitz noted that his compa-
ny is offering dealers a display case with a clear front (see insert) that high-
lights the “quiver on” feature of the new Bowfile bow case.The display case
shows customers the accessories and the bow with arrows and it is free to
dealers who order a minimum of 12 mix or match cases.Wagnitz also noted
that for 2009, Lakewood Products has come out with two new Swimbait
cases designed for bass fishermen and two new Musky Boxes that make
perfect traveling companions for the traveling musky fisherman. Contact
Wagnitz at (800) 872-8458 for additional information.

Jack and Jennifer Turner told dealers that Family Traditions
Treestands don’t make a lot of changes to their treestand
products because many dealers across the country haven’t
seen their product line yet and the company doesn’t want to
make changes simply for the sake of change. Jack Turner told
ArrowTrade the company’s
best selling treestand is their
double ladder stand and
that the sales of their hang-
on stand is growing by leaps
and bounds. “We had to go
to a second production run
in order to have enough
inventory for this year,” said
Turner. Family Traditions
offer treestand models
designed to fit every hunter
and their needs. For addi-
tional information phone
(517) 543-3926.

With a large 18-1 target hanging over its booth and an even larg-
er version in the lobby of the Indiana Convention Center, it was hard
to miss Rinehart Targets. Rinehart’s James McGovern shown with
Aaron Nicholl (left) and Ryan Harris (center) of the U. S. Bowhunting
Association, said sales of the 18-1 target has been very strong due to
the one year broadhead guarantee. McGovern said if all 18 sides of
the 18-1 target fail, the company would replace it. “For dealers, this
guarantee has been huge, because they can stand behind the target
knowing we will stand behind them,” he continued.

For 2009, the Wisconsin firm has added a new polar bear target

(see insert)  to its line of competi-
tion 3-D targets. McGovern said
the polar bear features a versatile
vertical configuration and is just as
challenging at 30 yards as it is at 60
yards. McGovern also noted that
Rinehart has just moved into a
new facility which positions them for growth into the future and
allows the company to continue to increase their growth in the retail
target industry. Contact Rinehart Targets at (608) 757-8153.
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Deer Quest has been in business for 15 years
manufacturing curiosity and sex scent products
for deer, moose, elk, and wild pig/boar. According
to company owner Justin Castor, (right) many
states are banning baiting because of CWD and
so for 2009, Deer Quest is coming out with a new

line of food scents such as
corn, acorn, carrot, and green
apple. Castor said all Deer
Quest products are fully field
tested before they are put on
the market. The scents are
impregnated on a stick simi-
lar to an incense stick and
then ignited so their smoke is
carried on the breeze or air
currents. According to Castor,
the smoke attracts animals
from longer distances than

regular scents and it clings to vegetation to make
the odor linger for an extended time period. Contact Deer Quest at
(800) 795-7581.

Deer Quest has merged with Ashe Archery which produces the
Shot Spot R, a pen shaped laser light that clips to a tree branch or
attaches to a tree trunk to help hunters mark the precise spot an ani-
mal was hit with an arrow or bullet. According to Chuck Ashe, (left in
photo above left) the Shot Spot R can also serve as an emergency
signal light and runs on two readily available LR44 button batteries
lasting approximately two hours. For additional information phone
Deer Quest at (803) 412-9896.

Gateway Feathers General Manager Mike Badgett (right in photo
below)  discusses new camo and barred Rayzr fletching patterns
with James Stoner of Wulf Outdoor Sports in Athens, Texas. Gateway
introduced their Rayzr feather fletching two years ago and Badgett
said it has become extremely popular for both hunting and target
shooting. In addition to the new Rayzr patterns, Gateway is now
offering new packaging quantities for their entire line to help deal-
ers sell to the customer. This year, Gateway is offering feather fletch-
ing in 12, 24, and  50 count packages. A new 50 count clam shell
package (see insert) is designed so that dealers can carry more pack-
ages in a smaller space. Badgett told ArrowTrade Gateway has written
more orders at the 2009 ATA Show than they have in the past five
years at the show. Phone (520) 805-0863 for additional information.

According to General Manager Bart Lawhorn, in 2009, Victory
Archery plans to expand its grass-roots marketing programs by
increasing their effort for creating increased brand awareness at the
consumer level. Coupled with a marketing program focused on elec-
tronic and print media, Victory Archery plans to grow their dealer
base significantly by focusing their
efforts on becoming the “dealer’s
choice” for carbon arrows. Lawhorn said
this goal will be achieved through mar-
keting and sales programs that offer
increased profitability for pro shops
across the country. Additionally, Victory
will continue to work to expand their
base of private label customers with an
added focus on securing some of the
big box retail arrow business. For 2009,
Victory is projecting a total revenue
goal of $3 million (an increase of 400
percent over 2008). Contact Victory
Archery at (866) 934-6565 for additional
information.
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Lone Wolf President Jarred Schlipf, (shown at right), told
ArrowTrade the company’s popular Sit & Climb tree stand
now comes in a wider version this year. The Wide Sit &
Climb stand is over 3.5 inches wider than the original and
yet weighs only 21 pounds. For 2009, Lone Wolf has added
Realtree AP camouflage to their ProSeries Hang On stands
and to their popular Climbing Sticks for the ultimate in con-
cealment. The ProSeries Hang On also features contoured
foam backpack straps for added comfort and mobility. This
year, Lone Wolf is introducing the ProSeries Hand Climber
stand with the same lightweight, mobile features hunters
expect from other Lone Wolf products and it is dressed out
in Realtree AP camouflage for added concealment. “We’ve
had a very successful 2008 despite the economy and we
anticipate a good, if not great 2009 selling season,” said
Schlipf. Contact Lone Wolf at (309) 691-9653.

Looking for a better way to trim tree branches around
his tree stand, professional photographer Bill Hooyman
(shown at right with his son Andrew), designed and
patented the Hooyman Extendable Tree Saw. The
Hooyman saw is just a shade over 12 inches long when
collapsed and has a detachable head. Despite its compact
size, the Hooyman saw extends up to five feet allowing
the hunter to easily trim intruding branches near his
stand. Made of aircraft aluminum in a solid I-beam config-
uration, the saw is extremely light and sturdy. A premium
high carbon steel MegaBite blade features a special four-
edge tooth design for unmatched cutting. In addition to
the five foot model, the Hooyman saw comes in a new 10
foot edition as well. The 10 foot saw
folds to 28 inches and extends to just
under 10 feet. It is equipped with a
handy sling that frees the hunter’s
hands for other things. The Hooyman
saw is the only product of its type that
is a folding and extension saw com-
bined in one package. Contact
Hooyman at (920) 728-0900.

Marco Berti (left) and Mario Ruele (right) from Bolzano, Italy discuss the Pole
Mountain Bow Shield bow carrier with Pole Mountain National Sales Manager
Jedehia Forrest. Forrest said the company was virtually swamped with orders

for the new bow carrier this past year.“It’s
wildly popular among bow hunters,”
Forrest told ArrowTrade. The versatile Bow
Shield bow carrier (see insert) eliminates
the need for a backpack, fits any bow on
the market, and attaches to any tree. Four
pockets hold a hunters rest, face mask or
other gear and it can be used as a saddle
scabbard for hunting on horseback. It
comes in Realtree APG and Mossy Oak BU
patterns. Phone (702) 236-0006 for addi-
tional information.
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Alaska Bowhunting Supply-See page 70. 
Allen Company-See page 51. See ad page 

41. Circle 156.
Alpen Optics-See page 11, 50, 118.
Alpine Archery-See page 96, 98, 100, 101.
American Broadhead Co.-See ad page 57. 

Circle 185.
American Whitetail Targets-See page 74.
America’s Best Bowstrings-See page 49.
AMS-See page 45. See ad page 140. Circle 

135.
Antler King-See page 83.
Apple Archery-See page 89. See ad page 8.

Circle 157.
Archery Talk-See ad page 144.
Arrowdynamic Solutions-See page 64.
Arrow Engineered Products-See page 126.
ASAT-See page 56.
Atsko-See page 44. See ad page 109. Circle

203. 
Axion Archery-See page 132.
Barnett Outdoors-See page 92.

Barska-See page 48.
BCY-See page 91. See ad page 49. Circle 

121.
Bear Archery-See page 84, 97, 98, 100, 102.
Bell Ranger Apparel-See page 127.
Ben Pearson-See page 97.
Beyond Backpacks-See page 64.
Big Dog Treestands-See page 59.
Bitzenburger-See ad page 82. Circle 170.
Black Gold-See page 90, 130.
Blacks Creek Guide Gear-See page 89.
Black Widow Lures-See page 73.
BowJax-See page 60. See ad page 101. 

Circle 210.
BowTech-See page 26, 95, 98-102. See ad 

page 27. Circle 282.
Bow Trax-See page 126.
Brownell-See ad page 103. Circle 113.
Browning Archery-See page 96.
Brunton-See page 115, 116, 117, 119.
Buck Stop Lures-See page 72.
Buck Wear-See page 46. See ad page 9. 

Circle 193.
Bullet Archery-See page 46. See ad page 

39. Circle 279.
Bull Pacs-See ad page 117. Circle 262.
Burr and Company-See page 72. 
Bushnell-See page 113, 116, 117.
Cajun-See ad page 19. Circle 119.
Campbell Outdoor Challenge-See page 

69.
Carbon Express-See page 76.
Carbon Impact-See page 77.
Carbon Tech-See page 70. See ad page 31.

Circle 145.
Carson-See page 52, 114, 116.
Carter-See page 74. 
C.W Erickson-See page 46. See ad page 

111. Circle 217.
Cobra Archery-See page 67.
Copper John-See page 26, 128.
Cottonwood Outdoors-See page 66.
Darton-See page 94, 95, 96, 100, 142-146. 

See ad page 7. Circle 249.
DeBug Global-See page 91.
Deer Quest-See page 80. 
Delta-See page 12-24, 76. 
Diamond by BowTech-See page 95. See ad

page 37. Circle 283.
Doc’s Deer Farm-See page 69.

Doinker by Leven-See page 42,43, 88. See 
ad page 23. Circle 241.

Doubletake Archery-See page 67. See ad 
pages 97, 99. Circle 232.

Easton-See page 77, 121. See ad page 21.
Circle 259.

Eclipse 3-D Clothing-See page 128.
Elite Bows-See page 68, 98.
Evolved Harvest-See page 108. See ad 

page 107. Circle 215.
Excalibur Crossbow-See page 92.
Extreme Archery-See page 54. See ad page

45. Circle 175.
Extreme Outdoor Products of MS-See 

page 85.
Family Trad.Treestands-See page 79.
Feather Vision-See page 26. See ad page 

121.  Circle 197.
First Lite-See page 54.
Flambeau Outdoors-See page 48.
Flex Fletch-See page 75. 
Full Force Archery-See page 103.
G5-See page 87.
Gamehide-See page 129.
Game Plan Gear-See page 78.
Gateway Feathers-See page 80.
Genesis Bow-See ad page 138.
Gibbs Archery Gear-See page 53.
Goat Tuff-See page 76. See ad page 59. 

Circle 269.
Gorilla Treestands-See page 129.
Grayling Outdoor Products-See 

page 49.
Greatree Archery-See page 69.
Grim Reaper-See page 86.
Heater Body Suit-See page 88.
Heartland Seed Co.-See page 54, 104, 106.
HHA-See page 71.
High Country-See page 100.
Hindsight-See page 60. 
Hips Targets-See page 75. 
Hold Up Displays-See page 126.
Hooyman Saws-See page 81.
Hoyt-See page 28, 57, 94, 98-100.
Hunterology-See page 90.
Hunter Safety Systems-See page 78.
Hunters Help Technologies-See page 64.
Hunting Science-See page 48.
HuntMore-See page 9.
Illusion Game Calls-See page 128.
Innerloc/Sullivan Ind.-See page 50.
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BITZENBURGER

“World’s Finest
Fletching Tool For 

Over 50 Years”

Sold through Authorized
Distributors & Dealers

BITZENBURGER
MACHINE & TOOL INC.

13060 Lawson Rd.
Grand Ledge, MI 48837

Phone/Fax (517) 627-8433

888-724-5697

Subscriptions should be renewed once per year.
Mail either card or fax the form toll-free within the
U.S. to 866-396-3206, or use 320-396-3206.
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Jim Fletcher-See page 51. See ad page 123.
Circle 116.

J&K Outdoor Products-See page 85.
Jordan Outdoor Enterprises-See page 56.
Kowa-See page 44, 114-117, 119. See ad 

page 115. Circle 245.
Kustom King-See ad page 133. Circle 256.
Kutmaster-See page 128.
Kwikee Kwiver-See page 129. See ad page 
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Lakewood Products-See page 79.
Lancaster Archery-See page 52.
Leica-See page 112, 116.
Leupold-See page 115, 116.
Lightning Bow Strings-See page 90.
LimbSaver-See page 5, 93, 97, 98, 100, 102.
Lone Wolf-See page 81.
Lumenock-See page 133. See ad page 5. 

Circle 224. 
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140. See ad back cover. Circle 216.
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McKenzie-See ad page 25. Circle 167.
Medalist-See page 36.
MidAtlantic Archery-See page 92. See ad 
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Mission Decals-See page 133.
Montana Decoy-See page 89. See ad page

47. Circle 255.
Morrell Targets-See page 72.
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Motion Targets-See page 78.
Mountaineer Archery-See page 11. Circle
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Mrs. Doe Pees-See page 78. 
Muddy Outdoors-See page 130.
Muzzy-See page 8, 32, 87.
New Archery Products-See page 88. 
Nikon-See page 114-118. 
Norway Industries-See ad page 10, 88. 

Circle 132.
Northeast Products-See page 125.
Octane by BowTech-See page 93.
October Mountain Products-See page 10.

See ad page 83. Circle 108.
Opti-Logic-See page 116.
Outdoor Business Network-See page 50. 

See ad page 35. Circle 226.
Ozonics-See page 58.
Parker-See page 42, 65, 97, 99. See ad page

147. Circle 231.
Peep Eliminator-See page 52.
Pine Ridge Archery Products-See page 71.

See ad page 51. Circle 107.
Pole Mountain-See page 81.
Power Pleat-See page 130.
Prois Hunting Apparel-See page 87.
PSE-See page 91, 95, 96, 98-100.
Quality Archery Designs-See page 69.
Quest-See page 86, 97, 99, 102 .
Ram Products-See page 92.
R Enterprises-See page 89.
Rinehart Targets-See page 79. See ad page

33. Circle 102.

Rocky-See page 56.
Recoynx-See page 124.
R Enterprises-See ad page 89. Circle 220.
Ross-See page 97, 99. See ad page 55. 

Circle 281.
Saunders-See page 61.
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Outdoors-See page 42, 131. See ad 
pages 62-63. Circle 146.

Scent-Lok by ALS-See page 125. See ad 
page 17.

Scorpion Venom Archery-See page 60. See
ad page 145. Circle 248.

Scorpyd Crossbow-See page 30, 59.
Scott Archery-See page 58.
SKB-See page 65.
Specialty Archery-See page 89. See ad 

page 131. Circle 143.
Spot Hogg-See page 65.
SpyderWeb Targets-See page 4.
Stampede Products-See page 130.
Steel Force Broadheads-See page 44.
Stryker-See ad page 29. Circle 280.
Swarovski-See page 115, 116, 119.
Summit-See page 73.
Sure-Loc Archery-See page 72.
Target Communications-See page 74. 
TechnoHunt-See ad page 61. Circle 110.
Ten Point-See page 47. See ad page 15. 

Circle 155.
3Rivers Archery-See page 9. See ad page 

139. Circle 161.

30-06 Outdoors-See page 61.
TightSpot Quiver-See page 127.
Tink’s-See page 11, 31, 75.
TNT Archery-See page 43, 85.
Toxonics-See page 85.
Tree Apron-See page 93. See ad page 30. 

Circle 151.
Treelimb-See page 125.
Triple Crown Outdoors-See page 132.
Trophy Ridge-See page 84
Trophy Taker-See page 36.
T.R.U.Ball-See page 86.
Tru-Fire-See page 127.
Trueflight-See page 66. See ad page 34.
TruGlo-See page 68, 114.
Vapor Trail-See page 58.
Victory Archery-See page 80.
Vital Gear-See page 91.
Vortex Optics-See page 49, 114, 117, 118.
Warwick Game Manager-See page 66.
Whitetail Institute-See page 108-110.
Wildgame Innovations-See page 70, 108-

110.
Wildlife Research Center-See page 71.
Winner’s Choice-See page 77. See ad page

137. Circle 227.
Wyandotte Leather-See page 74.
Zeiss-See page 116, 119.
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Visit us online at OctoberMountainProducts.com

Ask for ‘em at the following distributors:

800.822.8728 / EllettBrothers.com

800.356.2209 / HHarchery.com

800.225.0903 / JakesArchery.com

800.366.4269 / KinseyArchery.com

800.727.3462 / PapesInc.com
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Flex-Pull Arrow PullersFlex-Pull Arrow Pullers
light-weight with super gripping power

Available in Bright, Vibrant Colors
Individual or Bulk 

Flash Memory CardsFlash Memory Cards
Perfect for game cameras, and personal use 
SD available in 1, 2 & 4GB  CF available in 1GB

Circle 108 on Response Card
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Did we mention the Whisker Biscuits have received
a facelift from Trophy Ridge to make them more
rugged, more compact and easier to adjust? Bowman
said most of those rests have metal frames now and all
are ambidextrous, which really helps the retailer. Not
counting color choices you’ve got six to choose from, all
the way up to a Sure Shot Pro Whisker Biscuit that offers
micro windage and elevation adjustments. 

The Arrow Cage 2 quiver being displayed above is
another new product from Trophy Ridge, a quiver
whose skeletal aluminum frame holds a sound-deaden-
ing rubber hood. It and the two-piece Arrow Cage 2
rotate to the angle you need and the one-piece unit
pops off with a half-turn of the detach lever.

Reach Trophy Ridge at (800) 694-9494.

Bear Archery is building on the popularity of the
Truth 2 by turning it into a family affair. At right, Judy
McCamment holds the Truth 2 Ultra Light, a 3 pound
bow that comes to you at 26 inches but which will
cover 22 to 28 inches with the available modules. The
peak weight adjusts on this bow from 40 to 50 pounds
and Bear sells it alone or in a Ready to Shoot (RTS) pack.

For youth, Bear has introduced a Truth 2 Young Gun
which follows the exact profile of the adult bows but
uses twin cams with a wide adjustment range. In fact,
the rotating inner modules let you cover 14 to 27 inches and a
chart that comes with the bow shows you how the weight grows
along with the draw length. On the 40-pound model, that peak

weight comes at 27 inches while the same bow at 14 inches has a
22 pound peak weight. Order the Young Gun alone or in a RTS
package by calling Bear Archery at (800) 694-9494.

Bear Archery has had time to digest and refine the acquisitions its
made over the past few years under the Trophy Ridge brand, and the
results bore fruit at the 2009 ATA Show. Jack Bowman, vice president
and general manager for both lines, said the accessories have gotten
a complete makeover. “We’re focused on developing and marketing
quality products that hunters can use time over time with good
results, and the pricing is going to reflect that.” 

Your customers will pay $249 for the Judge sight that sits to the
right in front of Product
Manager Jason Pickerill.
That’s a lot, but they get
a lot, starting with this
4-pitch lead screw (at
left) that lets you turn
one dial and simultane-
ously adjust four pins
and the gaps between
them.  The fifth, top pin
is fixed in place. “Once
you sight in your 20 and
30 yard pins, your 40, 50

and 60 yard pins are automatically set,” Bowman explained.
At the center is the Crazy 8, designed for western hunters with four

pins coming in from the top, four from the bottom, all in-line. These are
metal pins made with the MIM process, Bowman explained, with the
Tic points to the side that let you see your aim points even if they
black out in a blind. (see insert at left). A hex screw lets you micro-
adjust each pin, without loosening set screws. 

The riser at the far left holds the Drop Slide, a new rest that drops
fast and quiet thanks to the nearly-friction free slide that moves on
recirculating ball bearings. The design team in Evansville, Indiana left
one outside for a year and said it still worked as slick as ever.
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Toxonics has new Solotrak SP and
Solopro ST models out that offer ultra-
tight pin spacing and easy pin replace-
ment. The sights still use the steel blade
style pins that Toxonics helped to intro-
duce to the industry, but the pin bases
are now angled so they can ride in a sin-
gle track. The long fibers aren’t coiled,
they are routed inside the guard inside
a clear tube and as long as your cus-
tomer carries a lighter to flare the end,
he can even replace them in a tree-

stand. In fact they’re so easy to replace Toxonics is selling tubes and fibers
in .010, .019 and .029 so customers can customize the colors for their sights.
The Solopro ST models differ in that they have aluminum pinguards rather
than composite, and are set up with 1st and 3rd axis leveling adjustments
in the sight head.

The most surprising thing about these new American-made sights is the
price. Toxonics is suggesting a $59.95 retail on the Solotrak SP, and $89.99
on the Solopro ST. Reach Toxonics in Missouri at (573) 436-5130.

If you’ve got customers who would rather a bow be fun
than fast, check out the new TNT Archery line. Kurt Williams
told me the company’s owners hunt in California, and wanted
something that was easy to carry and easy to shoot, even after
a long day of climbing hills. On the Revolution bow he’s hold-
ing the draw force curve starts low and builds gradually, so
you can probably handle more weight than you realize. In fact
Tim Dehn, who hunted with 56 pounds this past fall, comfort-
ably shot a 70 pound TNT bow on the demo lane, thanks in
part to a 8-1/4 inch brace that means your elbow is already
bending as you start to draw.

TNT sells a compact press for working on the bows, but
they’re designed for easy field take-down with a half-inch
wrench and long, 2-3/4 inch limb bolt. Draw weights range
from 35 to 100 pounds and draw lengths from 24 to 31 inch-
es. Reach the firm by calling (650) 728-1868.

If your customers can hunt predators or pigs at night, they’re good can-
didates for the night vision technology from J&K Outdoor Products. Here
Jerry Rucinski (at left) talks with retailers before they use the gear in a dark-
ened booth. The NyteVu Scope he’s holding uses a miniature camera that
looks down the scope and displays the image onto the Nyte Vu goggles.
Even in total darkness, the IR beam mounted above the scope will let you
shoot out to 100 yards, he said. Where legal the goggles alone could be a
nifty way to access a distant treestand with no tell-tale light. Reach the
Wisconsin firm at (715) 424-5757.

Dan Eller was helping to represent the Eliminator Pro front-
rear sights being introduced by Extreme Outdoor Products
of Mississippi. These attractively-packaged sights come with
three or five pins in a conventional horizontal setup, or with
three, four or five aim points on a single vertical post. “Once
you’ve got it sighted in it’s going to eliminate human error
because if you torque the bow or don’t come to the same
anchor point, you won’t be able to line up the pins,” Eller said.

Reach the manufacturer at (601) 320-0317.
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Dan Ellgass from T.R.U.Ball is shown here explaining the advanced
Axcel sight line to an interested dealer. New for 2009 is T.R.U.Ball’s
Armortech hunting sight (see insert).The Armortech is available in four,
five or seven pin models with either .010 or .019 diameter sight pins. A

unique adjustment system allows the sight pins to be individually
micro-adjusted vertically for the ultimate in sight setting accuracy. All
pins feature Armor Fiber Technology providing 100 percent protection
to the fully enclosed optical fibers. The horizontal and gang elevation
adjustments are tool-less and have 20 clicks per revolution for adjusta-
bility of .00156 of an inch per click.

The Armortech features second and third axis adjustability and the
inside of the sight housing is hour-glass in shape ensuring a true round
image even if viewed from a slight angle. Three mounting holes allow

the user to mount the sight to suit their personal pref-
erence. The Armortech-HD model has a built in
Harmonic Damper for added vibration and noise reduc-
tion. The Armortech’s unique design allows the sight to
be reversed for either right or left hand mounting mak-
ing it very convenient for the dealer.

T.R.U.Ball says the Armortech sight could well be the
ultimate sight for the discriminating hunter who
demands the very best. For information on Axcel sights
and T.R.UBall’s complete line of releases call (800) 724-
4878.

From the left Mel Riggs of Hewitt’s Archery, Bruce Ryan of
Ryan Outdoors, Homer Hewitt of Hewitt’s Archery and Jay
Liechty, President of Grim Reaper Broadheads are looking over
the changes to the Grim Reaper Broadhead line for 2009.

“Because of the efficient design and quality of the blades of
the Grim Reaper Broadhead it is not uncommon for youth and
women shooting bows between 38 and 49 pounds of draw
weight and 25 to 27 inches in draw length to shoot through
both sides of a deer,” said Liechty. “While that’s great it also
means that those hunters shooting bows in the 60 to 70 pound
weight range have extra kinetic energy that goes unused if they
find themselves with complete pass-throughs. Grim Reaper
offers a new collar that can increase the cutting diameter of the
broadhead to take advantage of this excess energy for 2009.This
increases a 1-3/4 inch cut head to 2 inches while increasing 1-1/8
inch and 1-3/8 inch cut heads to 1-1/4 and 1-1/2 inches respec-
tively giving the hunter multiple choices with the same head.”

Liechty stressed that it is important for all hunters to act responsibly
and match their equipment to the size of the animal being hunted and
to never take irresponsible shots.

New practice heads from Grim Reaper will also be available in the
spring of 2009 enabling the bowhunter to practice with an exact dupli-
cate of his hunting head without the added cost of shooting the “real
thing.”For information on Grim Reaper Broadheads call (877) 474-6732.

The Quest booth was constantly busy as dealers were anxious to learn
more about the Quest hunting bow series introduced by G5.“When we
first introduced the Montec broadhead to the archery industry our ulti-
mate goal was to produce our own bow line,” said Lou Grace, President
of G5. “All the design and manufacturing is done in-house with the
exception of the wood grips and the BowJax vibration dampers enabling
us to maintain total quality and cost control.While a bow design that pro-
duces 80 percent efficiency is considered good we are pleased to say
that our design has resulted in a bow that is between 85 and 87 percent
efficient. By maintaining tight control over cost we are able to offer the
Quest bows at approximately $200 less than our competition for a com-
parable model. The finish on all of our Quest bows utilize our Durafuse
powder coating technology. This technology results in a tougher finish
with better image transfer, greater detail and better color saturation.”

The I-Guide cable system which is installed on several of the Quest
models utilizes glazed technical ceramics and contains no moving parts,
eliminating all wear and tear on the cables while delivering noise free
operation. Also available on several models is a fully adjustable string
suppression system and speed balls that help control string oscillation
and speed.

Within the Quest line is the XPB model which features a Twin Track
Binary System that is rated at 320 feet per second and provides the
hunter with an exceptionally smooth draw. For information on the Quest
bow line from G5 call (866) 456-8836.86
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Muzzy, a well known and respected name in the
world of archery has introduced an all new
Phantom-MX (see insert) for 2009. Applying the
same compact aerodynamic design that has
proven so popular in the MX-3 and MX-4 the
Phantom-MX is a 100 grain four blade broadhead
that features a 1-1/8 inch cutting diameter while
offering a compact profile for superior
flight and accuracy even at high speeds.
The Phantom MX also features .040 thick
main blades for maximum strength and
durability. Muzzy’s Phantom series of
broadheads feature “Leading Blade
Performance” and have been a favorite for
those that desire cut-on-contact heads.

Muzzy’s SG-X 100 grain small game head
has been so popular that there has been a
demand for a heavier version.New for 2009
Muzzy has introduced the SG-X 125 grain
version (see insert). Like its lighter weight
brother it features a Trocar tip and spring
loaded arms with a stainless steel body for
maximum performance and durability.

Muzzy took a new approach to an old
problem and came up with the X-Celerator arrow rest (see insert).
Unlike other drop-away arrow rests the X-Celerator is actually “driven
away”by using a rigid attachment to the downward cable to bring the
rest up at full draw and drive it out of the arrow’s path during the
release cycle. This feature also allows the shooter to control the speed
at which the rest drops as well as the amount of rest travel. The X-

Celerator is dealer friendly as one model fits all bows. It features a bolt
on design that is easy to setup and simple to adjust. As any X-Celerator
can be mounted either right or left handed it reduces the inventory a
dealer must carry. For more information call (770) 387-9300.

With an array of products G5’s booth was kept buzzing with activi-
ty. One of the new items generating a lot of interest was this XR2 hunt-
ing sight.The XR2 is an extremely versatile yet simple to set up and use
two pin sight. The top pin is fully adjustable and incorporates Smart
Pin technology that allows the user to adjust the pin without the pin
ever deviating from the centerline of the sight.The second pin is a new
hybrid–floating pin that can quickly be adjusted for elevation
utilizing a knob adjustment allowing the hunter to select a spe-
cific second yardage as conditions dedicate.

The XR2 features micro adjustment,built in Harmonic Damper
and third axis tuning.An arrow bumper protects against noise in
the event an arrow bumps the sight while loading and a built-in
visor helps eliminate unwanted glare.An optional L.E.D. rheostat
light can be added to the sight. The XR2 is available with .019
pins for those that prefer a fine pin and a second version is also
available that has a top pin of .029 and a second pin of .019.

A new addition to the broadhead line this year is the Montec CS.
This one piece 100 grain carbon steel head is 25 percent harder and 25

percent sharper, G5 says, and is 100 percent spin tested. Call (866) 456-
8836 for more information on G5’s wide line.

Kirstie Pike, President of Prois Hunting Apparel, was at the ATA for the first
time and was pleased with the strong response to her clothing line designed
specifically for women. “Being a hunter myself I was well aware of the need for a
quality clothing line for women,”Pike said. “Launched in 2008 Prois is making its
mark with a long-awaited line of high performance clothing designed for
women, a line that takes advantage of today’s high-tech materials.”

Prois offers a line of clothing well suited for the variety of conditions hunters
face from mild to severe. While the clothing is tailored for women it is not just
designed to look good but contains all of the performance features desired by
any serious hunter. With a growing number of women hunters across the coun-
try more and more dealers are taking advantage of this potential market by look-
ing for products and product lines to attract this specific group. For information
on Prois Hunting Apparel call (970) 641-3355.
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The Heater Body
Suit’s Tom Schneider
attended the Media
Direct press lun-
cheon  so he could
show writers and edi-
tors the latest model.
ArrowTrade’s Tim
Dehn hunted in tem-
peratures down to
the single digits this
fall and found the
suits are just as effec-
tive as advertised. For
2009 they’re easier to
outfit for hunting in
gun season or for
snow cover, since
blaze orange, water-
fowler or snow white
overlays zip on rather
than snap on.
They’re quieter too,
because a DWR finish
is being used on all
suits, instead of offer-
ing a version with a
water-resistant interior laminate.“That makes it simpler for the dealer, who
only has to worry about stocking the 5 standard sizes,” Schneider com-
mented. The suits are sewn in Wisconsin in one of three camo patterns,
Lost, Backland Adrenaline and Predator. Customers can choose their size
with the aid of a stand-up display that features a miniature suit and that
explains how it slips off the shoulders when you unzip it to take a shot. Get
more information about The Heater Body Suit by calling (888) 565-2652.

New Archery Products’ Chris Cozlik didn’t forget to hook up
the cable on this new drop-away rest,because there isn’t one.The
aptly named QuikTune Freedom works on friction from the shaft
moving forward to release the mechanism. Yet your customer
can let down on the draw, even abruptly, and the rest maintains
its support of the arrow. Apart from easy setup, here’s another
great feature. When this rest drops, it stays down. There’s no
chance it will bounce back up and touch fletching or shaft.

In the inserted photo we show the new Braxe broadhead,
whose unusual design incorporates six cutting edges. Cozlik said

it’s a great bone-
breaker and the holes
it leaves are so
impressive the firm is
referring to it as “core
drilling technology.”
Find out more about
the Braxe, the
Freedom rest and the
hybrid Blood Runner
broadhead by calling
the Illinois firm at
(708) 488-2500.

Jill Haliburton (left) and sister Janis Melton of  Norway
Industries had a new booth to go along with their innovative
new vane.The people who have built precision Duravanes and
speedy automatic fletchers now have a new Fusion vane that
combines a soft, flexible base with a stiffer vane material.“The
fin is much like our tough Predator material while the base is
similar to our Duravanes, because people love how easy those
are to fletch. These short, high profile Fusion vanes come in
seven colors. Find out more by calling (800) 778-4755.

The Doinker team from Levin Industries is going to extremes this year to help you balance
your customer’s bows, tighten groups and kill vibration. Our inset photo shows the new Pee
Wee Doinker, fitted with an 8/32 stud so you can mount it to sights or rests. It comes with a
stainless steel .5 ounce weight.Mike McGreevy is holding the Doinker Dish, which comes with
2.5, 6 or 12 inch mounts. The 4.5 inch diameter dish itself is a polymer that’s got the Doinker
active unit molded to the rear. Just from its size, this is the most effective Doinker ever con-
structed. But the beauty of this unit is the weights that can be stacked around the perimeter.
You can use as little as 6 ounces, or as much as 2 pounds, and can vary how the weights are
positioned to counterbalance accessories like sights or loaded bow quivers. See all of
Doinker’s products in the “Men in Balance”catalog by calling (661) 948-7900.
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Violet and Atley Lovelace didn’t have to think twice about adding the Edge bow
press to the line of Apple Archery Products they stock at Golden Arrow Archery. The
Canadian distributorship, whose day-to-day operations are headed by daughter Kerri
Lovelace, carries the entire line from this specialist in bow presses, motorized servers
and shop tools.“We sell all their products and we have for years,” Atley said.“I think its
a good idea for them to have a press that a family or a club can more easily afford.”

Like the larger, faster presses intended for pro shop use, this new model will handle
parallel and past-parallel
limbs. It has a center mount-
ed jack that compresses
both limbs, replicating how
they move when the string
is drawn. Yet the suggested
retail price is just $299. For
ordering information, call
(800) 745-8190.

Specialty Archery LLC General Manager Michael Anderson (left in photo below
right) talks with George Ryals about the new products introduced by the Iowa firm.
The scope housing is a new Pro Series XL that offers a big 1-5/8 inch view for 3-D
shooters. It carries one of the scope ring decals you can order for any of the firm’s
round scopes, in blaze orange or chartreuse.The original Pro Series scope now comes
in four colors as well as black. And
Specialty has developed a hooded
Pro Series peep that weighs no more
than the original Super Ball peep.
Reach the Iowa firm at (800) 555-
2856, and see what Ryals is up to on-
line at archerylearningcenter.com

The growing popularity of predator hunting hasn’t
been lost on Montana Decoy, which now offers fawn
and coyote decoys. The coyote, Kojo, is also effective for
keeping nuisance geese off lawns and golf courses. Judy
McPherson holds the clamshell packaging that does a
great job of displaying one of the firm’s many deer
decoys. Reach this firm by calling (888) Decoy98.

Good friends and good marketing have
helped Jay Robert of Blacks Creek Guide
Gear grow the business he and Sandy Caster
head.That’s Jay’s friend Dale Reynolds toting
a Big Bone Collector 2.5 pack, one of the first
products to link up with the Bone Collector
TV program. Jay is holding a new aluminum
hard case in the Mathews line, which repre-
sents another important co-branding effort.
Reach the pack firm at (800) 742-1405.
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There was no shortage of new products at this year’s ATA Show and the
Square-Up by Lightening Bow Strings was one of them. Mike Scaniffe (photo)
owner and president of Lightening Bow Strings said the Square-Up is designed
to eliminate bow torque by lining up the sight pins in a pair of vertical parallel
wires. By keeping the pins within the bracket wires, Scaniffe said left and right
misses are almost a thing of the past. The Square-Up is made of lightweight
6061 aluminum and it fits any bow. Nothing needs to be changed when using
the Square-Up. Existing peep, sight and bow settings remain the same. Phone
(860) 663-3949 to get more information.

According to customer service representative, Dustin
Wardell Black Gold has introduced four new hunting
sights for 2009.The FlashPoint Red Zone, and Solaris hunt-
ing sights offer pins that are 20 percent brighter than
many others due to the new SkyCoil housing containing
the coiled fiber optics located at the top of each of these
sights. The PhotoChromic shell of these two sights auto-
matically adjusts pin brightness and eliminates the halo
effect common to many other sights. According to
Wardell, the PhotoChromic shell on a FlashPoint series
bowsight turns purple when exposed to sunlight thereby
tempering available light and eliminating any pin halo.

The new Easy Glider is Black Gold’s first movable sight
offering and features an extremely light frame. The Easy
Glider is designed so a bow quiver can be mounted to the
sight without using spacers, standoffs or other hardware.

Black Gold’s final offering for 2009 is their compact
AMP sight featuring a machined, all-metal pin and built
with the same attention to detail as every other sight the
company offers. It is available in Realtree APG  or the new
Lost Camo pattern by Mathew's. Phone (406) 388-9060 for
additional information.

The Shield by Hunterology attaches to the stabilizer
bushing of any bow and is designed to hide a hunter’s
draw action while hiding his silhouette from game ani-
mals. Tom Langan (left), Jim Hotaling (center) and Ed
Haugen demonstrated The Shield for dealers. The Shield
allows a hunter to be instantly mobile in all terrain. The
Shield folds in seconds and comes in two sizes with a
choice of spring or fall camo screens. Other screens are
available so a hunter can adapt The Shield to any hunting
landscape. Hunterology can be reached at (845) 878-
5065.
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John Wolicka from DeBug Global LLC was on hand to tell
dealers about a new DEET free insect repellent that is sure to
be of interest to anyone who hunts in warm weather condi-
tions. The insect repellent patch is easy to apply and won’t
wash off. It repels mosquitoes, gnats and other biting insects
for up to 48 hours. Contact DeBug Global at (281)240-7149
for further information.

According to Ben Afshari, president of Vital Gear, the company is known
for its angular sighting technology and for 2009,Vital Gear is introducing two
new products designed specifically for sale in archery pro shops. The new
Vital Pro KazAWAY and Vital Drop arrow rests incorporate an internal exten-
sion spring that is three times faster than a torsion spring.This allows for per-
fect arrow clearance with full capture, shaft clamping, technology. Vital Gear
is also introducing their Star Pro movable sight this year said Afshari. Shooters
will also like the newly introduced Light Reduction Rings (LRR) that slip on
the pin housing of the sight to reduce pin brightness during daytime shoot-
ing sessions. The desired amount of light transmission can be dialed in by
simply pivoting the band. The LRR also protects the fiber optics of the sight
during transit. Afshari said many of the Vital Gear sights are now being
offered in the newer  Lost camo pattern in addition to Realtree APG. Vital
products are made in the USA. Phone (859) 253-1003 for additional informa-
tion.

BCY’s bright new color combinations for string material caught the eye of
Harold Babcock, Jr., of Webb’s Sporting Goods in Madison Heights, Virginia.
They’re brighter because they’re twisted up from three individually colored
strands. In the past if BCY wanted to offer a black/purple, for instance, it com-
bined black and white strands and ran them through a purple dye bath. The
dye colored the white, the black stayed black. But the new process offers
more brilliant colors and doesn’t require one of them to be black, though Pink
& Black is one of the options. The others are Camo, Autumn and Flame. Learn
more by calling this leading string material supplier at (860) 632-7115.
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PSE seems to have another hit on its hands. Three years
after grabbing the industry’s attention with a radical X Force
bow, the Tucson, Arizona firm drew a constant stream of
admirers for its TAC-15 Crossbow. The 170-pound draw
weight crossbow doesn’t come “ready to shoot” because
you or your customer have to add the lower receiver and
stock from an AR-15 rifle. It’s the AR-15 trigger you pull that
releases the string from its carrier. Interestingly, this is a rail-
less design and what guides the arrow is a reinforced nock
with ears in back, and a Whisker Biscuit rest up front.To keep
with the military styling, the fore-grip has picatinny rails for
mounting accessories.

PSE says this unit will fire a 26 inch, 425 grain arrow at 402
to 412 feet per second, with incredible accuracy. PSE’s Craig
Stanke (right) said he’s seen bench rest groups of 2 inches at
100 yards fired by a PSE engineer. Doug Trevino (left) and
Paul Fobre (with crossbow) already have a popular crossbow
line at Southtown Sporting Goods in Joplin, Missouri, but
said they’d be ordering the TAC-15. Trevino said the 8.3
pound crossbow “is so much faster and quieter than any-
thing else out there it’s incredible.” It’s also very compact:
just 16-3/4 inches from axle to axle at brace height and
under 12 inches when you crank it back to full draw. To get
your hands on one, talk to your PSE sale rep or call the man-
ufacturer at (520) 884-9065.
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Scott Mackie of Mid Atlantic Archery Products gave us the
details of the TriVan Vanishing Rest. It’s designed to provide the easy
loading and full containment of a biscuit style rest, without the drag
or feather wear. That’s because the trio of supporting brushes are
radically mounted in a way that they vanish into the housing as the
arrow starts forward, pulled away by a cord you can mount to cable
or cable guard. “There’s one SKU to stock,” Mackie said, “because it
works right or left handed and one size fits all.” Reach the manufac-
turer at (410) 658-9660 for information on this unique new rest or
the proven SpinTite broadheads.

Excalibur Crossbow chose Pixel as a name that the younger
web-savvy shooters should identify with, for its new recreational
crossbow. This model held by Production Manager Brian Hackbart
has a draw weight of just 40 pounds and a short stock so it’s easy
for young people to cock and bring to the shoulder. We’ll tell you
about changes to the adult line, and new crossbow accessories, in
the July Crossbow Focus issue of ArrowTrade. In the meantime,
reach the leader in recurve crossbows at (519) 743-6890.

Jerry Thompson of
Ram Products figures
dealers need a sturdy
bow vise and wouldn’t
mind if it had micro
adjustments and a built-
in level. That’s exactly
what you get with the
Micro Adjust Bow Vise
from this Idaho manufac-
turer. The vise is built of
heavy steel channel iron
and has large, comfort-
able knobs for locking
the bow in place and
making the adjustments.
The bow rotates 360
degrees in the press and
can be held horizontally
for serving and peep
repairs. Reach Ram
Products by calling (208)
882-1396.

Barnett Outdoors is best know for the adult hunting crossbows we’ll
cover in a later issue, but these colorful displays are packed with youth
bows you can sell-year round. Barnett builds five models, plus three
more that proudly wear Team Realtree colors.They range from a Lil’Buck
stick bow that draws under 10 pounds to a 25 pound Banshee com-
pound. All bows are packed with finger tabs and arrows, and some sets
come with an arm guard and target face as well.

You can order these “Junior Archery Center’s” pre-packed with Lil'
Siouxs,Lil Banshees,Banshees and arrow packs.They come four to a pal-
let or Barnett will ship them to you in a single set, with the display fold-
ed flat.

Barnett is also a source for youth crossbows, including the Bandit Toy
Crossbow and the Phantom Jr., a 60-pound draw model that comes in a
colorful clamshell package and that weighs just 3.5 pounds. Reach the
Florida firm by calling (800) 237-4507.
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Tree Apron’s Jeff Hajari has been
busy inventing way more than a conve-
nient way for treestand hunters to carry
and access their gear. His Twister Nock
(lower left) is spring loaded by the
hunter before the shot, then spins the
shaft quicker and with less air resistance
than conventional fletching.That, Hajari
says, translates into higher downrange
speed and better accuracy. Want more?
The nock can be set up with a light or a
bee-like buzzer to help you locate the
shaft if it slips under the grass. His Nock
Tune (at right) uses a gauge to check
your serving size, then a series of
stepped files that are used to match the
nock’s size (and gripping force) so all
arrows in your quiver come off the
string more consistently. Reach Tree
Apron by calling (516) 935-7126 or
email Jeff at sales@treeapron.com

BowTech’s Fred Hunt got the fun assignment to design a new NXS sight for the
Octane accessory line, including all the features he wanted. “Basically we wanted
a bullet-proof, full featured sight. Everything has a lock on it, so once you adjust it
it stays rock solid.”

There’s plenty of adjustments in this model.The sight has second and third axis
adjustments as well as micro windage and elevation for the pins. The newly
designed pins are carried in two tracks so they can be adjusted to zero pin gap.The
fibers are carried in channels along the backs of the blade-style pins, to lens-cov-
ered coils. A magnetic cover comes
with the sight so in bright conditions
you can snap in on to dim the aim
points.The same cover carries a light,
useful inside a blind to feed illumina-
tion to the pins with no stray light to
interfere with viewing. It’s designed
to snap on the bar when not needed.

A inset photo shows the detach-
able bar model that slides within a
dovetail with spring-loaded detents.
Hunt also designed a fixed bar ver-
sion Octane retailers can sell for $20
less, at $169 suggested retail. For more on Octane’s 2009 line, call (541) 284-4711.

See more Show Floor Coverage in ArrowTrade’s May Issue

If you thought the Limbsaver folks were dabbling in the bow market when they
introduced a DeadZone bow last year, think again. Steven Sims and his team were
back at the ATA Show with an entire family of DeadZone bows. All of them have the
extended limb pocket design that lets them pair a straight riser with different brace
heights. For instance, finger shooters get an 8-inch brace height on the DZ-36, along
with draw lengths all the way out to 32 inches. Speed fans have a 6 inch brace height
on the SpeedZone, which can propel an arrow at 348-353 fps. That bow comes with
a string decellerator system to reduce wrist slap. In between you’ll find the compact
DZ-30 that should appeal to hunters using blinds and treestands, and the DZ-32 that
Steven Sims is holding. All the bows are finished in Next G-1 camouflage and they
come standard with Winner’s Choice strings and cables.

The original  DZ-32 has been improved for this year, with a Rigid Rail cable reten-
tion system. At this limb angle the cables were moving only a 1/4 inch, Sims said, so it
made sense to capture them this way to cancel out vibration a conventional cable
guard might be introducing into the system.The limb pockets which isolate the limbs
from the aluminum riser are camouflage this year, at the request of retailers. The
biggest change is the switch to modular cams,which means any model can be adjust-
ed for draw length in half-inch increments. For pricing and ordering information on
DeadZone bows, call the Washington manufacturer at (360) 427-6031.
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